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Christmas Gift Guide 
visit www.funstock.co.uk/retrogamer1 35 

JXD Android Retr 
Gaming Tablet £124.99 

CAME вс nere 

The JXD 578000 н aa Andros retro gaming tablet. 1 is capable ol playing even пе most 
complex ol retro games. lacisding P51, NEA, MAME and Dreamcast and capable of 
playing these on your ТУ via HOMI. 

Pw 

Commodore 64 Book C 
A Visual Commpendium <> 

A book celebrating the vai ide ol be glories 
Commodore 6 (aka C84) computer and games 

features a bea 
ros rom on 

SNK NeoGeo X Gold 
21 NeoGeo Games included 

NEOGEO 

Tre SNK NeoGeo X & a handheld Neo Geo games conse 
‘original NeoGeo AES games. The Gold Lint 
‘thetic arcade sich aad AES style docking 

Super Retro Trio 
3 in 1 Retro Console 
MegaDrive, NES, SNES 

The Super Retro Tro plays Nintendo HES games 
кемі SNES games зоб 
SECA GENESIS / SEGA 
MEGA DAVE games 
recy rom he egal 
mevo gane carrse 

SEGA Wireless 
80 Games Included 

А player SEGA Mega Drive 
console with 80 bui in 
SEGA games (асыб 

‘earvidges Irom ail region! 

SEG 
cL 

bin cincti SEGA 
Mega Dow games and 

 ! ! 50 card satس اس

LS £39.99 £34.99 2 
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LOADING 

here's the Christmas cover? 
It's something we'll certainly be 
retuming to in the future, but we 
wanted to take this opportunity 

to support the 30th anniversary of one of the 
UK's most significant 8-bit games - lan Bell 
and David Braben's Ене. 

| can remember my first Elite encounter as 
if it was yesterday. | had gone around to see 
Andrew Joiner, who was unfortunate enough 
to own a BBC Micro. І say unfortunate, 
because we'd all take the mickey out of him 
at school as he had the same computer we 
used for our schoolwork. It was Andrew who 
had the last laugh, however, as he owned 
Elite and it was really quite awesome. While 
1 didn't personally ike playing Elite (it was far 
100 fiddly for me), | could sit and watch him 
explore in that game for hours, occasionally 
taking over for the epic dogfights it offered. 
There's an amazing sense of wonder in 
Elite that many games of the time just 
couldn't compete with. The visuals looked 
incredible, making you feel іке you were in 
the Millennium Falcon, or taking over the 
bridge of the Enterprise. I'm hoping that the 
incoming release of Elite: Dangerous will 
ignite those very same feelings | had 30 
years ago. 

Enjoy the magazine, 



For young players, classic games are 
brand new. For older players, they bring 

back memories and make you feel good 
5 

petro GAMING ICON: SATORU IWATA 

GAMING 
ICON 

Is Satoru Iwata 
reatest icon? 

ith the new generation of games 
hardware now in full swing, we felt 
it was the perfect time to celebrate 
some of gaming's biggest icons for 

citing upcomi 
Retro Gamer 

1 t | th 
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08 Play Expo 

seum The Best Gifts Ever! 
Developers tell Paul Drury about therr 

Ultimate Guide: 
Puzzle Bobble 

b and Bob swap 
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Import Only: 
Collectors Corner Cool Cool Toon 

тоа: а Viv arion release rom SNK 
А Moment With Minority Report: 
Mike Diskett Amiga 120 

Back to the 90s 
» ar return to the past 

Classic Moments: 
Cauldron 

a thebest bt 
wiching arcade adventur 

REVIVALS Lost in Translation 

Reader Revival: 9 ath borders 

отра kbackatul The Making Of Blood 

camage of X shooter 

Belles. vet 35 Years of Microvision 
emlin's beam-ber puzzler stretches Marty Goldberg looks back at this increasingly 

ival: The Making Of 
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ght not be as wel 
MadPlanetshasa 
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Don't forget to follow us online for all the latest retro updates 
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Memories: 

Retro Inspired: 
Volgarr The Viking 
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Contra: Hard Corps 

102 Legend Of Grimrock II 

107 Pokémon Alpha 
Sapphire / Omega Ruby 

2 Wings: Remastered Edition 

? Halo: The Master Chief 
Collection 
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PLAY ЕХРО - BIGGER, 
BETTER AND BOLDER 

Wechat 

Find out abo. 

itloco-orgariser Gordon Sinclair 
about the popular gaming event 

NEWS WALL 
jutanewgamemuseum and the. 

Tetum of some classic LucasArts games 

PAUL DAVIES 
This month. our favourite columnist 
discusses the merits of repetition 

Looking for 
THE VAULT 

great gilts lo buy for Christmas? 
Then check these out 

COLLECTORS 
CORNER 

Stephen Bowler tells us how he has 
amassed 4,500 videogames 

A MOMENT WITH 
MIKE DISKETT 

The lead designer on Sydicate Wars tells us 

RETRO GAMER 

about his spiritual sequel 

eplay Events’ Play Expo 
returned to Manchester's 
Event City on 11-12 October 
and lived up to its promise of 

ore in the way of entertainment 
idees. As well as the usual 

Replay section, chock full of consoles 
and computers, and the popular vast 

у of arcade and p: 
vis year's expo saw the d 

screen play zone where various exhibits 

and items from cinema and television 
Highlights of this zone 

Transformers (which 
sadly remained r 
DeLorean from Back To The Future 
and the motorbike and sidecar from 
the third Indiana Jones томе, The Last 

аде. In addition, there were special 

у car form), a replica 

appearances from stars of 
the small screen: 
Bulloch and Kenny 

ag for Sta 
duo, С 

ve Prowse, 
ker упо the 

loveable 
vis Barrie (Arnold Judas Rimmer 

Wars w 

and Craig Charles (Dave Lister) from 

classic sci-fi comedy Red Dwarf gave 

autographs and posed for ph 

their respective days at the exp 
Once more the selection of talks 

proved varied and entertaining and t 

PLAY EXPO - BIGGE 
BETTER AND BOLDE 
GORDON SINCLAIR ON THE BIGGEST RETRO EVENT YET 

CONTENTS 
was pleasing to see all the issues from 
previous shows ironed out. Perhaps the 

g to Retro Gamer wes 
the ZX Spectrum vs Commodore 64 
debate, hosted by our very own Paul 

Drury with technical assis 

most inter 

лсе from 
felow freelancer Martyn Carroll. Called 

to discuss the relative merits of each 
machine were Jeff Minter and Andy 

64 and 
Gibson and Ste Pickford for the 

Walker for the Commodor 

Spectrum. After a fierce discussion 
vote was put to the audience and 

an honourable (if slightly dubious) draw 
was declared 
ndustry 
(Automata), Charles Cecil (Artic, 
Revolution) and C 
very popular with attendees 

ne other talks, including 
ends such as Mel Croucher 

At the end of an inevitably quieter 
doy, Retro Gamer managed to 

catch up with F 
Sine 
elements to the Expc 

k him about the n 
Every year the 

show gets bigger and this year we are 
also working with new 
such as The Re 
said a remarkably calm Gordon 

dering the stress and effort that 
d the Replay Events team put 

mmunitie 
y mputer Museum, 

соп 

The arcade area was once agan filed weh people and 
hod a tartasi зс of ores a gay 

There was an presse selection of inter wows, 
есік Charles Coc and Mei Croucher 

Cosplay remain extremely popular. weh sone supero costumes on show 

; READERS 
; WEIGH IN 
WHAT DID YOU THIN 

PO? OF PLAY 

JIM BAGLEY — 

In This was my third Play 

и, 

LEIGH HILLS 

MIKE WILCOX, AKA 
JETSETWILLY 

something much smalle 
RETRO COMPUTER MUSEUM'S 
ANDREW SPENCER 

RETRORADAR: 

There were iots of stab sling goods 
weh very compete prees 

into Play Expo, “And given the show is 
about all aspects of 
balance i 
screen play was not to 

retty good this year." Even 
detached 

from gaming, with the expo offering 
ten individual movie celebrations with 
key games from the movies on display. 
However, the Indie Zone, with its 

retro-themed modern 
was је most popular 

astic 2D b 
Raging Justice and Wulverblade 

icting the most attention, the latter 
walking away with t ple's Choice 
‘Award for best indie game at the show 

The event also saw the conclusion 
of the Classic Gaming Championships 
(CGC), the UK tional 
championshi 
one that has be 

areas, with the far lers 

irst ever 
for retro jaming, and 

g for the past 
few months at various locations up and 
down the UK. “That's the thing I'm 

st proud of,” says Gordon, “as v 
had heats as far 
and Glasgow with over 1,000 people 
taking pert.” All ten heat winners were 
present at Manche 
it out in a grand final, which v 
by Gavin Ward of Rochdale, 
subsequently crowned 2014 Classi 
Gaming Champion 

Darras realy regretting missing tis 
years show He owes Сайлан 

Every year the show gets bigger 
and this year we are а (50 working 
with new communities 

ing. we feel the 

eve 
field as London, Cardiff 

The success of this and an overall 
ndance of 20,000+ people has all 

hat Play Expo will 
v. Says Gordon: "Play 

Expo is firmly on the events m. 
and | think а lot of people would be 
disappointed if it didn't return, We 
listen to the feedback we get through 

ом 

social media and try to accommodate 
ав much as we can in terms of 
improving the experience for everyone. 
One area that stil needed a bit of work 
was the queues to get into the venue 
оп the Saturday moming, as Gordon 
adm 
improve on queueing, and they were 
bi 

s. "There are stil things to 

er than ever this year as it 
је wanted to be in as soon. 

we open! Bu we feel they were. 

мет 

A large range сй ойо, including Nintendo's Virtual Boy. 

fora game of Chuckie Egg 

managed better and cleared qui 
in previous year 

Overall, despite the presence of 
а mind-boggling array of games and 
т related merchandise and 

s, Play Expo 
nt, boasting 

increasing range of zor 
was again an enjoyab) 
plenty of gaming actic 
gen (over 100 PS4 consoles), the indies 

25 studios) as well 
as the mass of retro goodness in ће 
Replay section. We finished by asking 
Gordon what lies ahead for Replay 
Events. “Play Blackpool is less than six 

ths aw 
at, and also supporting other 

s around the country such as 
Platform Expo, GEEK and EGX, Life is 
never dul in the events game. 

(30+ games fr 

m те now cracking 

TO HAVE YOUR SAY RETRO GAMER | 4 



ROCKET 
RANGER 
HEADS TO 
KICKSTARTER 

ollowing the success of 
Cinemaware's Kickstarter 

campaign for Wings. 
Remastered Edition, the 
publisher has now announced 
ап update of its popular hit 
Rocket Ranger that is currently 
available to back on the 
crowdfunding service. Тһе 
campaign for Rocket Ranger: 
Reloaded is looking good so 
far with $29,665 of its $89,999 
target currently raised. Unlike 
Wings: Remastered Edition, 
which was more or less an 

Е updated version of the original, 
E Reloaded promises brand 

new content that ranges 
from enhancing the story to 
adding new weapons, items 
and characters. Visit www. 

VIDEOGAME MUSEUM енен 
Е2.5 MILLION PROJECT TO ОРЕМ IN 2015 

гда 
useum, which has attracted 

h 2015. The 

S Pe loe bi LUCASARTS 
Lor = SEE Classics 
Sonera RETURN TO 

еони ME RETAIL 
Тм алғас exhibiton design ofthe UT ИЕ nline retailer gog.com 

recently struck a deal with 
Disney Interactive to add a 
selection of classic LucasArts 
titles to its store, ensuring 
that the classic developer's 
PC games will continue to 

trumen Notting} у а be available to owners of 
the National Videogame Archive, in conjuncti Tech Grant Fun stitute Of modern computers. The 

major announcement was the 
return of two much requested 
Nineties PC titles, the Star 
Wars games X-Wing and 
Tie Fighter. Indiana Jones 
And The Fate Of Atlantis, 

ex ۷ Star Wars: Knights Of The 
Archive — an enorm of over 1 Old Republic, Sam & Max 
items including tot lor Hit The Road and The Secret 

Of Monkey Island: Special 
Edition also joined the 
service, as more obvious 
choices which will doubtless 
please fans. 

yc 

amazoncouk атағопкіпсіе 
x 10 | RETRO GAMER 



XBOX.COM/HALO 

ні >> 
THE MASTER CHIEF COLLECTION 

' Joy 
alo was described by designer Jaime 
Griesemer as: "30 seconds of fun that 
happened over and over again." I'm ame | с 
going to suggest that every great game у 

thing. | also think t roadly 

a} | 
4 BLOCKBUSTER GAMES ON 1 DISC 

EXCLUSIVE ACCESS TO HALO 5: GUARDIANS MULTIPLAYER BETA 

100+ MULTIPLAYER MAPS 

INCLUDES HALO: NIGHTFALL DIGITAL SERIES 

OUT 11.11.14 

Microsoft 
Studios 

What do you think? 
Do you agree with Paul's thoughts? Contact us at: 
| f| RetroGamerUK м | &RetroGamer Mag retrogamer 8 imagine-publishing.co.uk ао net/forum 

starts 
'embership. 

xbox com/halo ШІШІ 343 

fa? XBOX ONE Microsoft 12 | RETRO GAMER 



THE COOL RETRO STUFF THAT WE'VE 
HAD OUR EYE ON THIS MONTH 

SNK Neo Geo X 
Yes, it will never replace the original hardware, but when you consider 

difference it’s hard to complain, particularly with the latest 
ipdates. If you're not interested in playing classics such as 

Metal Slug, Last Resort and King Of Monsters on the handheld, you can 
link it up to your TV via HDMI for а more authentic experience. 

ice: £99.99 

ictacular fall from grace 
remain: је most iconic 
brands of all time. You can n 

29.99 From: www 

Sega M Drive: 
The Collected Works 

Retro Gamer Annual 
Christmas is just around the corner, so it's the. 
perfect time to get yourself a massive slice of retro 
goodness. Our new Retro Gamer annual features. 
зоте of the greatest content from the last 12 issues 
It's filed with a large number of exclusive interviews, 
covers all number of classic games, from Rampage to 
Resident Evil and costs less than a tenner. 

Price: £9.99 

Tetris Tetrimino Light 
We've seen a whole lot of Tet 
merchandise 

тре 
you can then add additional 

hapes to create a unique light 
лош that part of your lamp 

из once а Tetris is created are 

Avoid annoying drink rings on your furniture and get a blast of nostalgia at the same 
time with our awesome coasters. Available in packs of four, these tough durable 
coasters feature some of the best Retro Gamer covers we've ever produced, making 
them perfect for your loved ones 

Price: £499 From: www.imagineshop.co.uk 

THE LEGEND OF 
ZELDA: A LINK TO 

THE PAST 
"Ys actually a selection of tems 

relating to my favourite ever game. In 
perfect game and 

today as it did when 
originally released” 
PAID: £100+ 

THE LEGEND OF 
ZELDA: A LINK TO 

THE PAST SIGNED BY 
SHIGERU MIYAMOTO 

"1 bought i off eBay about ten years a 
didnt get to meet Miyamoto ike Leigh see 

Collectors Corner RGI34, but its stäl a 
nice item to have 
PAID: £50 

BIO 
NAME: Stephen Bowler 

ESTIMATED VALUE: 
£25,000 

MOST EVER SPENT: 
£325 

FAVOURITE CONSOLI 
Nintendo 64 

FAVOURITE GAME: 
The Legend Of Zelda: 
A Link To The Past 

TEENAGE 
MUTANT NINJA 

TURTLES ARCADE 
BOARD 

"Our annual family holiday meant 
in the arcade and this 

fondest memories ој Thi 
rade board is one of my favourite 

ever purchases.” 
PAID: £50 

PERFECT DARK 
hen growing up, we played 

the Né most due t 

ere easy to create. К up there with the 
most important FPS 

PAID: £50 

ast month's profile gave 
us possibly the most well- 
known videogame collection 
in the world. This month we 

have almost the complete opposite. 
“This із the first time I've openly 
talked about and shown off my 
collection to anyone other than to 
close friends and family," admits. 
Stephen, who has been collecting 
‘properly’ now since 2001. Living 
up to his RetroCollect forum name 
of theconsolesollector, Stephen 
estimates he owns 4,500 games, 150 
consoles and over 100 miscellaneous 
items, and like many collectors he's 
been bitten by the complete set bug. 
“The N64 is my favourite console and 
| steadily built up a large collection, 
he explains, “until one day | stumbled 
across a full game list online and 
decided to give it a go." He now 
‘owns a complete worldwide set of 

Collectors corner 
games for the console - although, 
unlike some, he's happy to have cart: 

price difference between these and 
1 boxed games. 
1 With a collection of this size, 
1 storage is obviously an issue. As a 
married man, what does Stephen's 

] 1 other half think of his hobby’ 
1 been collecting a few years before 
1 ме met, so she was well aware 
1 what she was getting into!” he 
1 laughs. "Now we just have а 
¦ normal-sized semi-detached house 
1 so | have to ensure the space is used 
+ well." And while his recent £325 
* purchase of the rare Master System 
1 game Les Schtroumpfs Autour Du 
1 Monde (Тһе Smurfs Travel The 
1 World) may have raised an eyebrow, 
retro collecting and marriage 
have so far co-habited well in the 

1 Bowler household. 

only games in his collection given the 

iN 

WEDDING C. 
‘Okay t's 

ot sitting in my games roor 

al bakery 
toysto put 

¦ In addition 
to games, 
Stephen also loves gaming-related 
merchandise. "Most of it is Nintendo: 
related, and looks great in my room,” 
he says. And perhaps the most 
memorable piece of ‘merchandise’ 
for him is the Mario Kart wedding 
cake that sat alongside the more 
traditional one on his big day. “Have 
а guess which one had the most 
photos taken of it!” laughs Stephen. 

But, like Frank Sinatra, Stephen's 
had a few regrets over his time 
collecting. “Selling my SNES and 
Saturn collection when | wanted to 
upgrade my PC was a big one,” he 
grimaces. "And although | bought 
back everything eventually, one thing 

1 I'll never get back was the Saturn 
+ I won on the TV show Live And 
¦ Kicking in 1997. I've vowed never to 
1 sell my collection again!” 

RETRO GAMER | 15 

COLLECTORS CORNER 

MARIO KART 
АКЕ 

game and 
m, having been 

ur years agol | scribbled down a design 

45 
PAID: £60 



ДЕ Mike Diskett 
The former Bullfrog coder chats about his new game Satellite Reign 

How did you come to the decision 
to do a spiritual successor to 
‘Syndicate Wars? 
! had been watching the suc 

starter and had been 
е day many years from n 

und a remake of Syndi 
wing if it v 

nich resulted 
old-school 

er 

а Kickstarter might work. Some 
time later my employer at the time 
announced they were closing the 
game studio, giving us all six months 

to get together 
our small team and plan out exacth 

id 1. | suggested 
we Kickstart a Syndicate Wars 
spiritual successor and th 
leaped on by the team, all of which 
are old fans of the original games. 

What are the new twists that old 
fans of Syndicate Wars can expect 
to see in Satellite Reign? 
There's a ton of differences; a big 
опе is that agents are class based 
with specific skills and abilities for use 
hroughout the game. U 

alth is a big feature of 

[PC] You wart to svo searchights m 
order to make progress in Sota Reign 

16 | RETRO GAMER 

Mega] We det Googl t - Mr Wobtly Logs Versus 
The Invaders From Space a very rel game 

Reign antly mor 

What's been the hardest part of 
making Satellite Reign so far? 
It's probably keeping our ambitio 
n check — w à limited amc 
of funds hrough and a 

rely small team, but a ton 
ideas, wish-list items and backer 

to the game! 

SEE : = icky Foot Ma © spenta spel at 
rd Thott Auto ју 

+ [PlayStation] Syndicate Wars was Ma's fest game 
as a tead designer, arriving on PlayStation and PC 

How has game development 
changed since your career began? 
When I first started | v 

ad, writing 

productive, 
which mear 

editor and т 
stry is totally 

different to 20 у with teams 

£C Agents are class based with 
specific skills and abilities for use 

throughout the game 77 
Mike reveals ane of the many differences in Satellite Reign 

pared to just a ıl at Bullfrog. 
nent is actually 

of the creativity that existed in the 
Eighties and Ninet vhere every 

How do you feel Kickstarter has 
changed things for developers? 
Kickstarter is a fantastic way to 
fund the development of tities that 
otherwise wouldn't have seen the 

ht of day, but it's not a magic 
bullet sfully com 
Kickstarter is a ton of 
requires a lot of planning, and in 
son is similar to launching a 
game – you live or die by the number 

5 you get on ti 

er is probably a fra 
per cent, and it's very difficult 

original 
t, though 

games like Mega 
Men, Elite, Wasteland and Wing 
Commander аге all being revisited. 

Would you like to revisit any of your 
other old games in the future? 

m Mucky Foot, but I'd 
te Reign 

we move onto 
u, | ha 

jokingly suggested we take on The 
Sims and set it in a bleak cyberpunk 

» [PC] N's good to se hat youre stil abio 
по causo massive chansin the y. 

THE STORIES, STRATEGIES, HEROES & MACHINES 
www. historyanswers.co.uk 
S REAL WW2 MERO ONE GURKHA VS THE JUNGLE D 

ION 
VICTORY! | 

HMS MEDUSA 

9 Che Dark Secrets Bebind BM HITLERS La 
RE BRUTAL WAFFEN SS Тр Great Battles AGINCOURT 

THE THIRD REICH'S MOST FEARED FIGHTING FORCE 

Available 
from all good 

newsagents and 
supermarkets 

Hitler's Waffen SS > Special Forces > Teutonic Knights > HMS Victory 

GREAT BATTLES MILITARY MACHINES HEROES OF WAR SECRETS & INSIGHT INCREDIBLE PHOTOS 

ES ma 
BUY YOUR ISSUE TODAY 

Print edition available at www.imagineshop.co.uk 

Digital edition available at www.greatdigitalmags.com 
following platforms 

ЭВ facebook com/Historyotwarmag Wf twitter.com/@HistoryotWarMag 



ı» (Arcade) Judge Dro Arcade shout! vo been somthing spacial uan ho 
source папага! It wasn't 20 years in the lo Cubes, Namco 

ма pon3nnon 

Sir 
a 
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THE LATEST NEWS 
FROM NOVEMBER 1 
NOVEMBER 1997 
– Sega dreams of 
Dural, Bandicoot 2 
crashes in, not so 
Croft original for 
Tomb Raider 2, 
Diddy races in, 
ClayFighter 6375 
gets a frosty 
reception while 
Dredd hits the 
arcades. Richard 
Burton takes a trip 

еда was developing a 
new console codenamed 
Project Dural. It would be 
а powerful beast with a 

GD-ROM drive rather than a cartridge 
slot. The GD-ROM, or Gigabyte Disc 
Read Only Memory, was a format 
developed for Dural as a piracy 
А GD disc also had approximately 
double the capacity of a CD. 

Project Dural was still in the early 
stages of planning and development 
but would see its (almost) worldwide 
release a mere two years later, as 
the Sega Dreamcast. Japar 
managed to get the Dream 
year 

ent 

earlier than everyone else. 

iction action movie 
Starship Troopers starring Caspar 
Van Dien, Denise Richards and 
Michael Ironside. Join the military 
fight a planet of oversized insects and 
есот " ould you. 

PlayStation gamers were to Бе 
treated to a trio of early Christmas 
First up was the sequel to the playable 
platform game Crash Bandicoot. The 
original developer, Naughty Dog, was 
behind the sequel, so fears of a shabby 
cash-in were unfounded 

Crash Bandicoot 2: Cortex Strikes 
Back hit the shops early November and 
immediately impressed, with many. 
lauding it as having given us a significant 
improverner original. It also 
sold incredibly well 

The evil Dr Cortex pulled the storyline 
th tales of saving the world 

by obtaining crystals which Crash 
was duped into locating. What Cortex 

over 

strings v 

ing killed off in 
4, again, taking up the 

against the Xenomorphs. 
21 November saw videoga 

movie m 
wihilatior 

Ап invasion is 
(Outworld, another dimension ruled 
by evil leader Shao Kahn. A group 
martial arts warriors m 
be: p him m 
ind the Earth realms together ar 
they have just six days to stop 

ıs Nintendo 641 The thee 
raiment of CiayFigMer teels 

le some wand and 
characte” denis 

failed to mention was that the crystals 
wouid form part of his super Cortex 
Vortex laser which would brainwash the 
inhabitants of Earth into serving him. 

Crash Bandicoot 2 featured improved 
graphics and sound, with both executed 
extremely well. The gameplay was 
commented on in the gaming press 
as rather lacking onginality, but when 
it's as honed as stylishly as this, that 
is forgivable. Crash Bandicoot 2 was 
platform gaming at its uncomplicated, 
unassuming best. 

For PC and PlayStation 
there was Core Design's third-person 
action-adventure game Tomb Raider I 
which continued the adventures of 

ате 

22 November marked the death 
of Michael Hutchence, lead sing 
of Australian rock band INX: 

room in Sydr 
himself with his belt f 
The coroner reported that 
brought on by the ongoing custody 
bat ence, Paula 
Yates and Bob Geldof had been a 
contributing factor in his death 

SEGA SATURN 
1 Resident Evil (Capcom) 
2 WipEout 2097 

(Psygnosis) 
3 King Of Fighters 96 (SNK) 
4 Jona Lomu Rugby 

(Codemasters) 
5 Alen Triogy (Acclaim) 

PC 
1 Little Big Adventure 2 

(Electronic Arts) 
Dungeon Keeper 
(Electronic Arts) 

Champonshp Manager 
Double Pack (Eidos) 
Command And Conquer: 
Red Alert - Counterstrike 
(Virgin Games) 
Atomic Bomberman (Interplay) 

1 V-Rally (Ocean) 
2 International Soccer 

Superstar Pro (Konami) 
3 Alien Trilogy: Platinum 

(Acclaim) 
4 Worms: Platinum (Ocean) 

5 Tomb Raider (Eidos) 

Barbie Girl (Aqua) 
Torn (Natalie 
Imbruglia) 

3 Perfect Day (Various Artists) 
4 Candie In The Wind 

(Elton John) 
Tell Him (Barbara Streisand 
& Celine Dion) 

THIS MONTH IN 
OFFICIAL SEGA SATURN 
MAGAZINE 
Lobotomy Software, the 
the Saturn versions of Duke Nukem 3D 
and Quake, featur 
۷ shed on which 
was best, Duke Nukem 
or Quake, it sat firmly 
on the fence by saying 
theyre both great but 
also very di 
making it hard to 
compare. Cop-out! 

тп behind 

ed in an interview. 

erent. 

= 
m 

eINetendo B4] Rare Lis on top frm ag 
does a Marto Krtwih a юр drame rac Lara Croft. Gameplay was very similar s Diddy Kong 

to the original: complete the levels by 
solving puzzles, defeating enemies and 
collecting ob 
to recover the Dagger Of Xian, which 
transforms its ov dragon. Lara 
was also freshly togged and tooled 
up with a ponytail, new clothing and 
an arsenal of new weaponry. Tomb 
Raider II proved a huge hit, eventually 
shifting an impressive 8 milion copies 
worldwide during its retail Ме. 

Rare Ltd had been developing 
а Mario Kartstyle game for the 
Nintendo 64. It was now ready. Diddy 
Kong Racing was modelled on Mario 

Kart and although criticised in the 
press for folowing this ine, Rare 
would've been daft to deviate too 
far from a tried and tested, winning 

E] formula. However, there were 
additional features such as the abilty 

10 change your transport from kart to 
piane or hovercraft to suit particular 
stages. As it tumed out, Diddy Kong 
Racing was a splendid piece of gaming. 

November saw the retum of a classic 
old beat-'em-up for the Nintendo 64 in 
the form of Interplay's ClayFighter 63 

It once again employed the stop 
pe of animation, with its 

5, the overall aim being 

pre-rendered sprites giving ClayFighter. 
its unique graphical style. 

It also continued with the roster of 
bonkers characters that had been a 
theme of previous games. There wen 
12 characters in all with fan favourite 
Bad Mr Frosty, the fighting snow 
reappearing. Other characters included 

jest appearance 
by Earthworm Jim. Groovy. 
а cyborg rabbit and а 

As a fighting game it was merely 
okay, but the weirdness and humour of 

the characters won fans over, nullifying 
the effect of more important factors 
such as гореу gameplay, 

A later version of the ¢ 
ed ClayFighter: Sculotor’s Cut, 

was released for the rental market 

те 

У Cartex go lit once реу í ` 
in a territ platform game seguel layStation 

NINTENDO POWER 
Fresh from a tour of Konami's studio in 
Japan, Nintendo Fower had in-depth 
previews on forthcoming Konami titles 
including Dracula 3D (later renamed 
Castlevania 64), Hybrid 
Heaven GASP. 
Fighters’ NEXTream 
and Nagano Winter 
Olympics '98, al of 
which were being 
developed for the 
Nintendo 64 

ELECTRONIC GAMING 
MONTHLY 
It was congratulations to US publication 
EGM on reaching the landmark 100th 
issue this month. Published by Ziff 
Davis, it ran until January | 
2009, ending on issue 
236. EGM Media later 
bought the title and 
t was relaunched in 
April 201 
stewards 

under the 
ip of ongnai s 

founder Steve Harris. Sy! 

Руби Lara Crott and har beauty honed 
троше sstets retur and ae on sper! form. 

exclusively for Blockbuster and 
became one of the rarer N64 games. 
Be prepared to spend £150 
bagging a good loose cartridge example 
and several times that for a comple 
mint boxed edition. 

n arcade land there were three 
new releases for you to pump your 
coin of the realm into, From Acclain 
and Gremlin Interactive came Judge 
Dredd Arcade, based on the anti-hero 
and lawman of th 
pages of 2000AD. It originally started 
out as a completely different themed 
first-person shooter. After development 
shenanigans and two further name 
changes, the game morphed into Judge 
Dredd Arcade and was released. Sadly, 
it wasn't worth luggish 
and monotonous and thanks to some 
truly awful FMV c inny for 
all the wrong reasons. 

Rushing H 
something of a rarity inasmuch as 
a sports simulation that played rather 

this American football game, 

future from the 

ne wait. It 

roes from Konami was 

beat the CPU player 
Graphically it was very good, with large 
rendered sprites animated realistically 
on a 3D perspective field. Whether you 
played offence or defence, you got to 
determine your play each turn from a 
selection on screen and, if attacking, 
your quarterback could select who to 
throw t 

The last new coin-op release this 
month was Rapid River from Namco. 
As the name suggests, it was а 
white ting simulator with you 
controling your raft by means of a 
paddle controler situated on the big 
orange raft cabinet. Although it had a 
novelty game feel, Rapid River was 
good fun. Controling your raft dow! 
a frothing river, avoiding protruding 
rocks, escaping from whiripoo!s and 
being chased over waterfalls by a T-Rex 
were just some of the joys to be had 
Paddling furiously as if you were b 
trailed by а torpedo while your body 
converted itself into а seething ball of 
lactic acid and your shoulders were set 
to explode in your face was enjoyable 
and painful in equal measure 
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ny OU eres 
ЈЕ ШИ И 

UBISOFT» ATARI ST 
Apart from being the first game released by the fledgling 
French publisher Ubisoft, Zombi is notable for being from 
а time where unofficial movie ‘tie-ins’ weren't considered 
important enough to take legal action over. Zombi is the 
name by which George Romero's 1978 cinematic gore- 
fest Dawn of the Deac own in Europe, and the game 
takes the movie's prer nd changes very little. 

DAVE SKILLIN 

4 
a 

=== 
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When Elite launched in 1984, its 3D graphics 
and sandbox gameplay were revolutionary. 

Now, 30 years on and with a fourth game his, 
for release, co-creator David Braben talks to 
David.Crookes about the impact of the series 
There can be very few people who have not 
heard of the masterpiece of programming 
that is Elite. Some have compared it to 
Citizen Kane, the Orson Welles film classic of 
1941, but while we perhaps wouldn't go that 
far, there's no denying the sheer impact of 

len Bell and David Braben's game. 
With a feeling of isolation that only a 

bleak universe can bring yet punctuated 
by the possibility of action, Elite could be 
both lonely and arresting. Flights would be 

suddenly interrupted by a space war огап 
opportunity to steal and trade. Different 

worlds would lead to different possibilities. 
Players could јаке basic machinery, food 
and-raw materials from an agricultural world 
and sell itto an industrial one. They could 

operate on the black market, dealing іп 
slaves, narcotics and firgarms! 

2 
In 1984, this kind of sophistication іп а 

Jame was ineredibly advanced and yet 
there was an early chance that Elite would 
ever even see the Jight of day. Infamously, 
horn EMI turned it down, put off by realistic 
hysics and out-of-this-world gameplay 
that dispensed with multiple lives and the 
usual game mechanics of the day. But when 
Agornsoft got its hands on it, the firm knew 
it had something special. 

From the moment it was shown off at 

press launch in Thorpe Park — one of the 
irst games to receive this kind of treatment 
Elite caught the imagination af both the 
jaming and non-gaming press and went 
п to spawn three sequals. “That event 
reated so much évangelism for the game 
ind it was clear that people wanted it," 

David Braben tell us. 
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30 YEARS OF BEING ELITE 

к 

à EIGHT GAMES 
X ELITE INFLUENCED 

А The impact of lan Bell and David 
` Braben's game can be seen in a 

great many other franchises... 

to Sam and Dan Houser 
of lan and David's game. A lot of different factors came 

together at the same time. | read 
science-fiction books avidly, but the 
late Seventies was also the period 
when sci-fi first started to appear at 
he cinema, with Star Wars being 
ће most obvious one. It had some 
of the atmosphere that I'd got from 
ће books whereas TV the likes 
of Star Trek - didn't really cut it. TV 
programmes were a bit too removed 
somehow and the same cpüld be 
said for games at the time. | was 
more negatively influenced. 

NV Y 

When we were wrriting Elite, we 
played games like Defender, 
Galaxian and Pac-Man. But | algo 
iked Philosopher's Quest. What | 
ікесі most was the way you saved 
your position and the way the 
pace of the game was abit more 
measured. Most of the other games 
hat | played were a frantic few 
minutes and then a frustrating death. 

. Trent foraged hie way through the 
PPV УРА . У Е ov Trend 

that we inspired the e. hostile factions played abig part, Whether „ 
publishers to go with the N gamers assumed the role of pratestrader of 
developers’ ideas. For at N bounty hugter. 3 
least two to three years we saw 

7 a lot of new genres come up that 
hadn't and probably wouldn't have . SPACE ROGUE 
been considered by a’publisher 8 Space Rogue ook Elte and added 
before that. Мед 30 graphics, realistic physics and 

up a bit. Before Elite, the experience . x DEEP SPACE menis : 
pf publishers was very much about B Although marred by annoying controls, „enough lor Zzapéá'to call ihe greatest 
making games that werê copies of Deep Space pitted players in a STRIX s ver space game. 

MT . 
M 

в Ette proves that the impossible s 
pospible in 32K of ВАМ And its fun 
too. Elite was also on 

stop and save your position and 
come back the following evening. of the first 

games that generated stories bast 
‘escapades you had in the game. Games like Space Invaders or arcade games and if you look at the . We brainstormed a few different" 90 fighter and plunged them into deep 

Defender, where you would get catalogue of games immediately ways to make you care about your certain price and selling a. Î Î snace. letting them earn credits for better 
an extra smart bomb at 5,000 We tried to split the tasks 50/50, but 2 prior to Elite, there was vgry little ship and we were both afraid that bit higher? Big deal, that déesn’t weapons and energy bdosts, * 
and ап extra life at 10,000;felt so the wêy it worked in practice was we 2” experimentation. What | think we фа trading would be а bit boring: "What , 2 sound exciting; that doesn't sound E 

both worked on each other's code 
ali the time. An awful lot of time was 
spent trying to do what we call byte- 
savings, which was a surprisingly 
rewarding way of trawling through, 
thinking "wow, сап rewrite those" 
ten instructions into nine instructions 
and save two bytes” or “I.could look 
at this, I can change that, | can do 
this here, and then we can save two 
bytes here as well”. 

like a competitor.to Space Invaders 
orto Defender". But we tried it out 
ant thought, actually; it is quite 
compelling. You care so much more 
if you've got a cargo of gold that 
you're tryirfg to get through if you're 
actually making a journey, rather, 
than Just trying to survive two-and-a- 
half minutes. s 

regimented. | thought “what if you. 
got two smart bombs and no extra 
ife?" | would want to choose. | also 
hought games were structured too 
much around the'coin drop and во" 
many home computer games were 
just direct derivatives of arcade 
games. | wanted to have much more 
considered games where you could. 

was unlock publishers’ willingness to do you mean? You're buying at a 
experiment. Publishers had rejected . 
Elite as a wonderful graphics demo 
and then came to think "we want 
some of that". So it's not that we .. 
inspired the developers – | think there. 
were alot of different experimental 
games*that people were probably 
"already making – but it was more 

METIN GUEST K 

of bounties so as soon as you had < >, 
the idea of carrying cargo, ай the » " ? 
other roles felt quite natural. "I'm 
attacking someone because | want 
their cargo" - so you're clearly 7 
pirate. And having a bounty on your 
head also seemed,logicaft Then you 
could be a bounty-hunter without 
actually breaking the law. So the idea 
of law was added. jt came together 
quite quickly. . 

stars appear, undraw them and 
redraw them arid think "oh, you've 
Jost апу persistence of vision”. You 
had по feeling of 3D at all. 1 sat 
down to learn machine code and * gi 
I thought there's got to be a game % 
hêre betause it's so lovely. It was 
an empty world, but you had such a 
sensation of motion end of 3D that it, 
felt compelling and that's why | tried 
to work out how to draw 3D shapes. 
So with Elite, it was а bit hack to 
front; it was very much driven by 
the technology, as in that came first 
and then it was “all right, it needs a 
spaceship, that would be fun to fly 
around and fight" Ала fighting in 3D 

5 actually felt great. I felt different. 

Once yeu hed the survival, it felt the 

Score was money essentially and we 

gontextualised all of that in terms 

It wasn't as bad as that. | had аһ 
Acorn Atom and | wanted to write 
this thing where you flew through 
dn expanding sphere of star field, 
but I was horrified by how slowly 
it drew'it in BASIC: you'd see the 

: You саге so much more if youve got à ` 
cargo of gold youre trying to get through, 
rather than just trying to survive 

Arguably Elite does have >, 
lives: it has one life. But 

it was a slightly bizarre 
feeling of “why three? 
Why not infinite?” 1 

love games that mix it 

SEG AED 
[s 



If Elite was in,the right place 
at the right time, the same 
could not really be said of 

Frontier. Work began on the 
game in 1988 but it would 
not be released until 1993. 
By that time, gaming had 

moved on rapidly. And yet, 
as with the debut game, 
* Frontier showed great 

ambition. Not only were the 
3D graphics in colour, it was 

the first game to feature 
procedurally generated staf 

systems. It also had accurate 
physics. Best of all, with no 

end-game, if could go on 
forever. Destiny was truly in 

the hands of players, with 
gamers free to be whatever 
they wanted, from a miner 
to a mercenary to a trader 

or pirate. 
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| think so, especially when people's 
expectations had got very^high. It's 
always a difficult balante., 

For те, just the sheer scale of 
the galaxy and contextualising 
something real within the game 
environment was very exciting. And 
I think in terms of the richness of 
the game, Frontier did a lot more 
in terms of the way the missions 
worked; in terms of actually having 
some politics in the galaxy; the idea 
that you could be a bad guy in one 
place and a goed guy іп the other . 
place at the same time. | thought 
that worked quite well in a gamo- 
type environment. 

think it was the first game to have 
curved surfaces and real-sized 

planets. It also pushed a sheer 
number of polygons, Certainly in 
1988, whem first wrote it, the game 
was way ahead of its time. 

Yes, Ме development work was 
mostly me and it toók nearly five 
years, which.was a little bit soul- 
destroying, especially seeing how 
quickly апа how much the games 
industry changed from when | 
started to when] finished. Chris 
Sawyer, over the last period of that, 
did the conversions to PC. * 

I think Frontier was less 
well balanced but what was 
particularly frustrating for me 
was, just before the game was 
being released in that summer, 
Konami decided to stop making 
PC games and it sold its games 
business to a new company called 
GameTek. It had no real testing 
facilities and | was very unhappy at 

1994 we were enthralled. This was way 
beyond anything we thought technically 
possible When we started playing, we 
were sucked into this amazing world of 

Dlotng spaceships, dogfights and trafficking 
narcotics between diferent solar systems 

whilst avoding pirates and police patrols. ts 
scope was awesome and totally engrossing, 

t wasin league ofits own. 

the transition. 1 think the game was a 
lot worsefor it. 

With the first Elite and with Elite: 
Dangerous we had good'time 10 
get it feeling just right, whereas 
Frontier: Elite ll and, even worse, Firs 
Encounters after it, were rushed. | 

^ think that was à tragedy because | 
think I could have got the physics 
right but it does take d lot longer than 
you think. People think you're only 
setting a few numbers but there's а 
lot of trial and error in,exchanging 
the way the code works, 10 get it to 
have that feel that feels really good. > 

| liked the circular richness and 
symmetry of it. You could sign up * 
to be an assassin; but you Could 
also inadvertently Sign up to be 
assagsinated and get an assassin. + 
оп your trail. It was often because 
you did something in the game 
Where you crossed Someone or 

you killed someone. The first 

message they would give уой was, 

“I got a message to you from the 
пате of the person in the previous 
mission, that will teach you to mess 
with them” or something so it was 

quite clear what it was relating 
о. | liked the fact you were just 
опе of many people going about 
their business. 

When I was developing the 
game | happened to know from 
Commodore they were planning 
high-spec machines, so | designed it 
to be capable of taking advantage bf 
ће higher-end machines and yet be 
reasonable on the lower-end ones. 
think part of the problem was а lot 

of people tended.to ramp the detail 
right up and then complain that it 
was goiñg slowly. Maybe | should 
have made it automatically sense 
the speed ol the machine buj, as it 
happened, most of those machines 
weren't out by the time the game 
shipped. So even though | had one at 
home, it would have been a high-risk 
strategy to go "all right, what speed 

CPU is this? I'm going to tweak the 
game for it". | wasn't certain how the, 
‘graphics were going to change. 

Not really; the ‘trading was very * 
much the same, but what J wanted 
it о be was more of a range of 
things you could do. | had expected 
Frontier: Elite ll to be played by 

= taking on a juicy mission and then 

7 min this open-ended Ие game. your characters 

can . eat, sleep and make friends; But 

5 is no end to the possibilities ahead 
Yi. there js no neat fish either. 

30 YEARS OF BEING ELITE 
+ gy 

LOVE ELITE, % 

"weve adr gure н tend ҚҚ 
16-bit eras – it took many years for 1% 
anyone lo come up witb anything 

cist НореМ Elte Dangerous can 
be he or tasted he crown 

ттт 

thinking “I'm going there so what's 
the right trade good to carry at the 
same time?”. | think it made the 
дате richer as a result. We could 
always have deleted the missions or 
ignored them'apd then trading would 
have had the same importance as 
the original Elite, but | think gamers’ 
expectations had moved on and if 
Frontier: Elite Il was similar to Elite 
people would have said it’s very dull, 

«there's not enoügh to do. 

| always loved the juxtaposition of 
Classic music and action. Star Wars 
did it, for example, but | think it was 
ıa real tribute to what Stanley Kubrick 
did in 2001: A Space Odyssey with 
The Blue Danube and docking. 
People forget the original Elite didn't 
have The Blue Danube:sthat was 
aded later. If you contextualise the 
sort of music that was in games at 
the time of the release of Frontier: 
Elite Il it was still very plunky plunky 
= interesting but it did't work very 
well with a space game. 

creature, tribal, city, c 

"8 As long as you can continue to 
from reaching the top, itl 
even get Tetris: 
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FIRST ENCOUNTERS 
had written used various pages, = to enable it to go much faster and 
of memory, because the PC was enable us to support much higher 
designed to have 640K of memory іп 2 resolutions and arbitrary resolutions. 
pages and that was a real pig touse È The game looked brilliant in the high 
if you wanted the game to get any resolutions, or what were high for 
bigger; to make the screen a higher ` 2 the time, but we had to make a lot of 
resolution was very difficult. And. "changes. GameTek wanted to bring 
the problem is the data set [for the release of the game forward and 
First Ericounters] was also so much 2 yet we had a lot of problems, the. 
bigger than the original Elite, most fundamental being that the 

tools to develop [on] the PC hadn't 
Qid the size cause you problems? settled down: you were writing it 
With First Encounters we were going = essentially as a 32-bit application 
to'have a much bigger footprint,so 2 and that was a real problem for 
we had to re-implement the code 
and a much flatter memory model 

= First Encounters had a development 
јат of ten. Was ita relief to have 

more hands on the pump? 
It was a relief but'it also posed 
massive challenges bec. 
hadn't really run a team before. | 
think one of the problems that was 
very appareat with Elite on the PC 
[conversion] that Chris Sawyer did, 
was that it didn't fit very well on the 
PC. The PC at that point waè really 
a brdad range of machines, using 
286 and 386 Intel processors and 
one of the problerns was the way 
they mapped their memory. The 
original game that Chris Sawyer. 

For the first time; Braben's 
latest game was а true team 

affair, but development 
was beset by problems. 

From a falling out between 
David Braben and lan Bell 

to pressure from GameTek 
to release the game early, 

+ First Encounters was a 
bug-ridden disappointment 

for so many fans – and, it 
would seem, Braben self 
* - compounded by technical 

issues that were difficult 
to resolve. And yet the 

game's fractal landscapes 
looked stunning, the lack 
of loading screens made 
fof a wonderful seamless 
experience and the alien- 

based missions were a joy. 

+ IDOS] Frocer mily have suffered from bugs, bu is 
space conata si massey куне 

M 

assed me by first time around 
because) was Sinclair rather than 
ВВС. And, for somayeason, I didn't 
play t when it was ported fet 

бедру ashamed 

, CHARLES СЕСИ, 
»ÍDOS] Tro amount ol formations staggering. Yau can 
even discover a systers деші, 

МЕ HA’ 
A PEST 
PROBLE 

BUBBLE BOBBLE REVOLUTION 
When this retro classic was given afresh 

spin in 2005 on the Nintendo 05, ће American 
version came wrth a terrible bug that omitted the 
boss at the end of level 30. It prevented players 
from progressing to level 31, rendering the final 

THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: 
~ OCARINA OF TIME 

B Nintendo dropped a few clangers in this 1998 
Ма game. There аге so many, entire websites 
are dedicated to listing them. One Bug lets you, 
defy gravity; another lets you ће man in the. 

FAIRLIGHT Il: 
THE TRAIL OF DARKNESS ̀  

M The Spectrum isometric arcade-adventure. 
had an horrendous bug. Gamers could only get 
tothe final doof, which refused to openwwithout 
the use of a POKE. The bug had not been fixed 

FRONTIER: — 

30 YEARS OF BEING.ELITE 

The ganie was also the biggest of 
the threegames up to that point, 
wasn't it? 
Yes. Thé graphics were improved 
with'shading and texture mapping 
but we had wanted to go further, 
which was the reason for 
rewriting the code, a different 
code base, so that we could be at i 
lot mqre ambitious., 

Was anything left out? 
We had a whole sequence of very 
interesting linked missions and I 
think some hackers have actually 

у na Idoked at some of the code and seen 
that there's a whole set of mission 
threads to do with the Thargoids 

. that were closed off. I think that was 
а real shame. But that's what we 
had to do, bedayse GameTek was 
absolutely insistent that the game 
shifted before the end of its financial 
year. | think bad things would have 
happened had it not, but that was so 
much the wrong thing to do and | 
learned so miuch from it. 

ОРИГ 
Tewardeg tan seeng your opponent explode 

* ' development. It meant the game 
didn't get very much-attention sadly, 

like Vega, they were almost like 
‘Smarties: their equatorial radius 

и was so much bigger than their 
But the game did have some firsts.. 2 polar radius because they're 

„ That's right, and | think certainly rotating so fast. We created a 
ftom a technology point of view, the 2 bit of interest in the.geography. 
way some of the things we were We also had.detail within thé 
doing with modelling thé planets in-game newspapers. You'could 
when you were a lot further ahead: subscribe to up to five different 
was something to be proud of. We papgrs, each of which was. 
had modelled how the atmospheres £ telling different stories from a 
worked. And if'you wentto stars different perspective. 

With Elte felt the awe ol fying my own 
spaceship through a 30 universe. rammoons 

10 Planets then enjdying the thrill of combat, 
* all intermixed with the calming pleasure 

of shopping. The ngw-tense now-relaxing 
emotion 'sandwiçh of fighiing and shopping 
remains the watchword in wisely designed 

player pajate cleansing 

MARTIN HOLLIS, 
DEVELOPER OF GOLDENEYE 

Is this why the game was quite 
buggy then? 
Oh the game was hórréndous. 
It wasn't ready: The firstrelease 
actually had in capital letters * 

across the front ‘Beta Release: Not 
for Public Release' or words to that 

effect. It was pretty shocking. 

So this was quite apart from 
anything that was happening 
between yourselves and Jan Bell 
Yes, it was, although | think that 
sort of rolled. into it at the time. I'd 
not worked with lan for a long time, 
but he got a percentage off Froritier 
and not off the later sequels and it 
caused a problem. We fell outend 
it's a shame. | always a shame 
when that sort of thing happens. 

POKEMON RED/BLUE 
WA glitched Pokémon speces tabbed 

MissingNo (short for missing number) wreaked 

SPACE INVADERS 
B When Tomohiro Nishikado created Space 
Invaders. he idea was that all of he aliens 

would stay at the same speed. But he fouhd tht 
the more enemies that were killed, theTaster 
the гетата aliens would move. Rather than 

JET SET WILLY 
4 The famous Atc Bug involved the рау 
Sintering ardor called The Atc, wAéreupon the 

havocin the original game. Catching it meant the | game would corrupt, removing enemies from ̂ 
game triedto access data that just dient exist The Chapel and making death ras of thers 
ad his woud allow the replication ofthe sith . Programmer Matthew Smiths said he врше was 

Frontier: First Encounter since the publisher decidedto release the game archery gallery, enabling you to see how the . 700) levels unplayable. Codemasters apologised item in the player's йет bag’ But could also іо da with buffer overflow, but Software Projects * attempt to fix this bug - caused by freeing up the « 
wasn't the only big game ina beta stata, very much against ће wishes of artists neglected о draw Fir apairoflegs.Q's 4 andinckifled Rahbow Islands Revoltioffn, . cash the бита лоза to graphical glitches and | atthelmeinsistedifebugswreintentonaLFor — jrocessor- Nahkado let R in and it timed it 
with bug issues.. programmer Bo Jangeborg. even possible jp bypass much of the дате. replacement copies as compensation corrupt the save fle. а spell anyway: it later issued a patch. a popular feature. [DOS] The graphics were HA Ó 

E SI ETERS 
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Exactly 30 years on, nthe time.is right for a return and what, а 
triumph itis proving.to be. Elite's status as one of gaming's 
most influential titles helped to persuade 25,681 Kickstarter 

backersto pledge a whopping £1,578,316 to furid the 
third sequel, Elite: Dangerous. It may still be in beta but 

itis a beltef, having started with a single star system and 
with 400 billion set firmly irits sights. There's asteroid 
mining, the ability to own multiple ships and full.use of 

online capabilities. There have even been speed docking 
competitions. You sense David Braben is having 4 lot of fun. 
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So now Elite is back with Elite: 
Dangerous, exactly 30 years on. 
You've said this game is intricate 
and'will take time to learn and. 
appréciate. Is this a game for the 
hardcore gamer?* . 
This is a game again for, dare | say 
it, me. It's for people like me. A lot 
of these things [are about] courage 
of convictions: what sort of game 
would Mike to play and are there 
other people out there like me? And | 
don't mean my age. We've shown [it] 
to people going all the way down to 
teenagers and all the way up to my, 
age and older. What we've found is 
that people want a good game and 
they think this is а good game. 

Did you get an indication of 
the profile of players/from the 
Kigkstarter campaign? 
think a lot of people following the 
game were older players or older 

J| people who rerhémbered the game 
like me. But certainly when we 

went to America at GDC and then 

again for Б3, we werg seeirig more 

players coming to the game who 

hadn't heard of either of the originals. 
whereas previously people were 
saying "I loved Frontier" or "I loved 
Elite" or "1 loved both". When we 
were actually getting more players 
coming in who dida't know the 
game; that was very heartening. 

Elite has always been more popular 
in the UK and Europe, hasn't it? 
Yes. | think the original game got 
a lot less coverage in the US and 
they didn't necessarily go well on 
the platforms that were available in 
the US. The original Elite took quite 
а while to move to he Apple Il, 
which was a key platform in the US, 

whereas the BBC Micro. hardly had + 

any footprint in thé US. 

Why did you decide to до, down 
the crowdfunding route? 
1 wanted very much to know this 
game would work and | think 
without the huge vote of cohfidence, 
from the crowdfunding people we 
wouldn't have been able to do it, 
simple as that. 'd gef lots of emails 
prior to the cgpwdfunding, saying 
‘you must do a new Elite” and all 

“DANGEROUS | 

Pursuit of ite statis meant 
hagpilyblasting anyone with the temerity 

"to interfere whenump-driving towards ту 
latest destinabon. Prates, fellow smugglers. 

‘Thargoids, cops and civilians - all ust notches on 
the laser cannons. And all in vain, since despite 

countless hours on four platforms never 
persevered beyond Dear 

gin, 

of this sort of thing, and it's difficult 
to know Whether that's 100 or so. 
very vocal people or whether the 
actually representative of a much, 

, much bigger silent majority. 

You've said that you'd wanted to , 
create this particular game for quite 
some time, but why didn't you? 
It's an ambitious project, which 
means it's quite expensive fo make 
end it needs duite a lot of people. |, 
think to be able to do that you either 
need the backing of resources from 
a pablisher, because one of the 
problems [is] getting it to market and 
getting visibility of the game, or you 
try something like Kickstarter. , 

+ Have you learned a lot in the time 
between the third Elite instalment 
and this game? 
» Yes. One of the things'that we did 

quite early on, in 2008, was release a 
game dalled Lost Winds, which was 
really good for us because it was the 
first time&we'd tested out our own 

„ processes, It's all very well to say 

in the pub, “yes, we could do that, 
how hard could it be? We could do 
it easily,” but it's much harder and 
braver to actually try and do it. So 
with Lost Winds, we promoted the 
„дате ourselves, spoke directly 
10 magazines and websites, and , 
we sold the game digitally through 
the Nintendo Store initially. We 
‘managed milestones internally and * 
all that sort ofthing, aod It worked 
feally well. It was less of an overhead * 
than working with a publisher. So 
we used that experience, we did « 
another game; Coaster Crazy, which 
we learnt a lot from again and that's 
built up'internally the knowledge * 

30 YEARS OF BEING ELITE 

„ that We feel we need to go 
in, much bigger. 

Elte was the first game | got really lined up for you with 
addicted to land 0 kept playing... into the | 5 Elite: Dangerous? 
early hours. ld get to school the next day, | Z I think the stars lined 
tired land] whenever! shut myeyestdsee | 2 up for us in a different 
the crosshair and police ships swarming / 3 way, in the sense that |, 

around те, joling me awake! it's now, practical to sell 
a game the size of Elite 

Dangerous online, whereas 
2; < even Баск in 2008 | thjnk it iim , would have been a big ask, for 

a download of a gigabyte or so, 
jon", because the network infrastructure 

^ wasn't there, whereas now it is. So I 
think what's happened is the world 
has changed to enable this 

AN What elements are inDangerous 
that you wish you'd put in before? 
The main thing [is] the fact that you 
are online - you are playing both 
with and against other players, other 
humans – really adds such a lot to it. 
And | think there are а lot of knock 
оп effects of that. We've seen a lot 
bf YouTube videos of quite amazing 
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operations and people doing things 
that | hadn't expected, Some of 

3 the smuggling videos I've seen are 
excellent, Some of the things that ® 
people have discovered ій the game 
аге also great. It shows such a love 
for the дате and some of the time- 
lapse photography people have been 
taking are brilliant. Ж 

Ай Its an ambitious project, 
Which means 15 quite 
expensive to make JY 
David explains why the mew Elite game has takengo long 
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ince pies and 
sherry long before home computers came out, though 

1 was indeed a present. It was bought for me by my 
birthday, in Apri 1982. | had be careers advice 

‘organisation and after many hours of tests 1 was told | was too 
the software game and | was better of rut | was in 

t into software, but 

E 

Hes ж 
(GOLDENEYE, PERFECT DARK) 

ге going to be a big deal 
erhaps it was unwrapping an Atari VCS in а nts bought a 2Х81 for the 
the Seventies, or a Commodore 64 in the а у 
Eighties or being ecstatic that somehow of 1982 felt „ 
your doting parents had managed to who didn't have the money Me d o hat с sent it back. Sinclair replaced tt 

track down a copy of Ocarina Of Time for Christm ‘Atari 400. It wes а box was as close work either. Same problem, Dead as a brick. So they 
ху of racing downs 1 s hing | dd was said, well, perhaps we should pay alittle more for a 

L computer that actually w 

at all and has brought you an 
ım you had clearly put on 

ame developers for their 

= ОТТЕ BIG PLANET, DUNGEON t 

Christmas 1983 or '84, when | was 12 or 13, I rem 
a C64, and being full of excitement, There wa mumbled in 

MANE MINER, JET SET WILLY) L ir about it being fc family — yeah, yeah, yeah whatever! 
ropods by Rabbit Software and 

ago, Brenda (my wife) got aut Armageddon by Ocean. | quickly got bored of the games and started 
and framed the original print of artwork by Bil Petras that was us devouring the rather thin, meagre user manual that came with it | used to 

Yistmas was us: 
ation with my pan 

ise. | can stil 
RS-80 | got in 1979 was a surprise. | са P x W cfi e x 5 3 

remember the smell of it when | opened th to set the visual style for V е painting where take it with me everywhere. 
or got was 

in-1 kit for Christy Р 
think I'm gonna get one off our office. 

the dwarf is nding an eagle, and it tells about the 
spirit of e ir hearth for years and now it's in 

ашепе, It is just 
have got it, ooh 

33? | don't remember. 
Of course I've sri ои 

Cupboard sor 

998 | thir 
ly On display in a 

mewhere, 
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“Once you pop, you can’t 
stop”. That's Puzzle 

Bobble for sure. Or was it 
Pringles? Martyn Carroll 
looks back at the long- 

running series while trying 
to avoid further snack 

slogan confusion 

hat's in a name? Puzzle 
Bobble was the original 
Japanese title and it was 
renamed Bust-a-Move 
in other regions. Neither 
title is ideal. Even 

though you're matching colours, it's 
no puzzle game, There's no time 
to sit and ponder your next move, 
as you're up against the clock or a 
competitor. You need to quickly aim 
your bubble gun and fire shots in 
phew, phew, phew fashion. 

^Bust-a-Move', meanwhile, 
sounds like a dance game (indeed, 
there was a music title called 

Bust-a-Move released in Japan 
and released elsewhere as Bust- 
a-Groove), During production the 
game was known as ‘Bubble Buster’ 
and there's even a title screen 

bearing that name concealed in 
the code. It may lack punch but 
Bubble Buster does a better job of 

describing the game. 
So what is in a name? Not much 

really. It's still a fantastic game 

regardless of its imperfect titles. To 
confuse matters, the ‘Puzzle Bobble’ 
пате has been used outside of 
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Japan, so for the purpose of this 
feature we'll stick with the original 
title. And let's face it, the game is 
a spin-off of Bubble Bobble, with 
the same characters, sounds, and 
overall cuteness factor, so Puzzle 
Bobble probably is the best fit. 

The game arrived in Japanese 
arcades in 1994 and ran on Taito's 
B System hardware, а 68000 board 
best known for powering Rastan 
Saga Il, Rambo lil and Space 
Invaders DX. The hardware was 
six years old at the time of the 
game's release, but it was perfectly 
adequate for running what was а 
technically undemanding game. 
Puzzle Bobble was strictly gameplay 
over graphics, where the basic 
concept was to clear the screen of 
bubbles by matching three or more 
of the same colour. 

The single-player game was 
entertaining enough and featured 
а nifty scoring mechanic. You were 
awarded points for how quickly you 
could clear the screen and bonus 
points were awarded for ‘dropping’ 
bubbles (this was when you 
created a chain of bubbles and then 
popped the anchor point, causing 
the attached bubbles to fall out of 
play). Points were doubled for each 
bubble dropped, so if you were able 
to simultaneously drop 17 bubbles 
(the maximum) you would instantly 
score in excess of 1.3 million points. 

BUBBLE TROUBLE 
Bubble Bobble baddies feature prominently in Puzzle Bobble. Just squint 

and look inside those coloured bubbles... 

However, it was the split-screen 
versus mode where the real 
fun was to be found. Here, you 
competed against а second player 
in a Bub versus Bob survival battle 

- the loser was the first to have their 
bubbles pushed over the baseline 
at the bottom of the screen. The key 
to winning was to drop rather than 
pop, as dropped 
bubbles would 
be pinged over B 
to your rival's 
playfield. Of 
course, they | 

у 

ССТће key to winning was 
to drop rather than pop, 
as dropped bubbles would 
be pinged over to your 
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|> could then return the favour, 
leading to much toing and froing, 
and quite possibly shouting and 
swearing. It could get rather tense 
when you were running out of 
room, waiting for a certain colour 
bubble that would buy you some 
breathing space (on the assumption 
you could actually make the shot, 
possibly by bouncing it off the wall), 
and then the screen started shaking 
to announce it was about to descent 
a row. Poppin’ hell! 

Puzzle Bobble quickly established 
itself as а classic two-player coin- 
op and its reach increased. In late 
1994 it was licensed for release on 
the Neo Geo MVS arcade system. 
This version was essentially the 
same as the Taito original, except 
that it featured stereo sound and 
was released internationally so 
the 'Bust-a-Move' moniker made 
its first appearance. The following 

US version of Pirate Bobble 2 renamed 
Busta-Move Again dachad al races ot Bub and Bab, 

SPIN SPIN SUGAR 

Final Fight 
Initially developed as a Konami earnestly 

year it was ported to the Neo 
Geo CD home console with the 
main addition being a difficulty 

select feature. More considered 
versions were released for the 
PC, 300, SNES and Game Gear 
(with a WonderSwan version 
arriving several years later). On 
these platforms a key feature 

missing from the original was 
addressed – you could now pit 

QELE Мо 

—————Ón 

Tur Pinball Donkey Kong 

yourself against the computer in 
versus mode. 

The single-player game was 
also beefed up with a total of 100 
rounds (the arcade had just 30) 
and a final battle against Super 
Drunk (aka Grumple Grommit), the 
main boss from Bubble Bobble. 
In addition, the various elemental 
bubbles from Bubble Bobble made 
ап appearance in some single- 
player rounds: fire, for instance, 
would ignite and destroy nearby 
bubbles, and lightning would zap 
every bubble on the same row. 

Ап arcade sequel also arrived in 
1995 and ran on Taito's F3 hardware. 
Like the home versions of the 
original, Puzzle Bobble 2 introduced 
CPU versus play (where you battled 
various characters including some 
Bubble Bobble stalwarts and some 
new ones) and added extra rounds 
and features to the single-player 
mode. Elemental bubbles did not 
feature, but some special bubbles 
were added to the mix, such as 
the star bubble which popped all 
of same-coloured bubbles. Some 
playfields were also expanded to fill 
the width of the screen. 

The game would later make 
the jump to Neo Geo coin-op 
hardware, but it was the home 
conversions of Puzzle Bobble 2 
that really cemented the popularity 

Some more of the sweetest 
spin-offs in videogame history 

Being Of The 
Country 

redefined the modern 
shoot-em-up with the vet Fighter, Capcom 

follow-up to the original | Dropping well-known 
characters into pinball 

Ofthe many Mario spin- | Mario was obviously the | Sega threw caution to the 
offs, попе can touch the | most famous offshoot 

games has been a hit from the original Donkey | delightfully odd spin-off. 
and-miss affair. Sor The original SNES game | Kongcoin-op, but we can't | It was essentially House 

thing with the gloriously | brutal – scrolling beat Spinballwas second rate, | effectively created anew | overlook the incredible | Of The Dead 2 butinstead 
silly Parodius spin-off ‘em-ups. The venerable | yet Kirby was propelled ot popping zombies with 
And this wasn't just a Street Fighter followed, | into one of the best pinball | imitations followed. To createda series of clever, | alightgun you used a 
trivial one-off, as the Final Fights videogames ever. With date there are eight main | gorgeous platformers. keyboard to Qwerty them 
original MSX game was wn series and three brilliant tables, each | M for the SNES. The recent | to death. Bonkers but 
superseded with multiple with boss battles and updates from Retro Studio | oddly fascinating, й has 
entries for both coin- feature infuture Street | bonus screens, this wasa | andit’s surely the greatest | have rubberstamped its 
and console. Fighter games. 'go to pinball game. 

wind when it released this. 
classic Gradius series, and | штеди into one of the majesty of Mario Kart 
then sent up the whole | most able - and 

genre and numerous Country series, Rare 

haracters would a couple of coin-op till 
become a favourite at 

spin-off series classic stan game gatherings. 
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of the series. In addition to the 
PC and Game Boy, the game was 
ported to the three main home 
consoles - PlayStation, Saturn and 
Nintendo 64 – and offered perfect 
counter-programming to the glut of 
30 titles on those systems. 

Further games quickly followed 
and each would merely tweak the 
winning formula. Puzzle 
Bobble 3 (1996) let 
you bounce bubbles 
off the ceiling as well 
аз the walls for some 
trick-shot specials, 
while Puzzle Bobble 4 
(1997) premiered the 
contentious chain 
reaction feature. Chain 
reactions occurred in 
versus games when 
dropped bubbles flew 
back up and smashed groups of the 
same colour, causing more bubbles 
to drop, This looked impressive 
but messed up the finely balanced 
gameplay by adding an unwelcome 
degree of randomness, Thankfully 
in most of the home conversions 
you could disable the feature. 

The final game to grace the 
arcades was titled Super Puzzle 

E EE А al 

Bobble and it introduced giant 
bubbles and a new mode where 
Iwo players could team up together 
rather than compete against each 
other. The game was released in 
1999, yet outside of the arcade a 
vast number of home versions 
have been released since then. In 
fact, it's hard to think of a platform 

that hasn't received 
а version of the 
дате. And that's just 
the official releases! 
If you figure in the 
countless copies and 
clones (including 
mega-popular social/ 
mobile affairs like 
Bubble Safari and 
Bubble Witch Saga) 
then you can see 
just how ubiquitous 

Тайо% little time-waster has 
become. The Japanese developer 
may have been guilty of exhausting 
the basic concept over the years, 
but its continued popularity shows 
that it's a true gaming 
staple with 
timeless appeal 

- whatever 
the name. Ж 

Beedle toc 

We find out how the Game Boy graphic 
artist tackled the conversions of Puzzle 
Bobble 2 and 3 

) How did you land the job of 
working on these conversions? 
had done regular contract 

Pro tertainn 
ears, mainly оп graphic: 
versions from arcade games 

to home consoles and handheld 
so when Probe starting working 

What techniques did you use to try to compensate 
for the Game Boy's monochrome display? 

ght away that we couldn't replicate the 

dd symbols 
basically tried to make 

settled on a set fairly early i 
the development of the second 

the sam: 

Did you use the original coin-op version of the 
game as a source? 

ded with the original game 
was able to derive the Game Boy versi 

he ginal graphics. Because | worked remot 

Probe provided me with a videotaped play-through 
id see hi nim d. 

Can you recall how long you worked on the game? 
s probab months for the graphic 

version. That would be a fairly typical time frame 
to a handheld = 

original art, the task wı 
wn the number of anim 
reducing and cleaning up the 

How pleased were you with the finished games? 
And are you surprised that the series is still going? 

promise: 
surprised that the с 

continues to be released for new platforms. It's a 
ign classic - simple to pick up, addictive and 
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EUOLUTONn OF 
THE GENRE 

Retro 

thin, hip-ho loving dog 
many a gam 

rhythm-action genre. The a 
in the form of a relatively eas 
esque game of repetition, but the 
game was elevated to million-seling 
hit status by its colourful cha 

and m 

with any story. It doesn 
Hatsune Miku, the char 
to caloid singing voice 
syn software, has achiever 
worldwide popularity, Not only h 
her game received a Wester 
she's opened for Lady Gaga. Really. 
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GREAT GAMES THAT NEVER REACHED UH SOIL 

* CO-ORDINATES. 3204 û zê bibo E 

» IF YOU KNOW SNK, YOU KNOW 

ITS REPUTATION – IT MAKES 

FIGHTING GAMES AND 2D GAMES. 

OIN NICK THORPE TO SEE WHAT 

HAPPENED WHEN SNK STEPPED 

OUT OF THE COMFORT ZONE WITH 

A RHYTHM-ACTION GAME... 
NK was often a conservative company. Having 
‘profited heavily from its arcade fighting games 
during the early Nineties, it went on to rely 
‘on both those games and the hardware that 
powered them for far too long. SNK's first 

3D arcade board arrived in 1997, four years after Virtua 
Fighter had popularised polygonal fighting games, and it 

game genre declined, SNK seemed to only increase its 
commitment, with only the occasional Metal Slug release. 
to remind players that it also made other games. 
Cool Cool Toon is not a conservative game, however. 

SNK's developers had little experience with 3D games and 
по experience in the rhythm-action genre, but Cool Cool 

Toon works extraordinarily well іп spite of these obstacles. 
After choosing a character – a boy named Amp or a girl 
named Spica – they're dragged into their TV by a cartoon 
rabbit named Yusa, who implores them to clean up Cool 
Cool Town. How is that achieved? By Flitzing = the word for 
dancing in the parlance of this cartoon city. Your chosen 
character will of course try to explain that they're no good 
at dancing, but Yusa's TV is broken so you're stuck. 

The first thing to strike you is just how good everything 
looks. Visual designer Ippei Gyoubu's vision is done justice, 
with the flat-coloured characters granted the excellent 

animation they need to really bring their dance routines to 
life – it's as close to a cartoon as the Dreamcast can pull off. 

GAME ORIGIN 

COUNTRY. JAPAN 
POPULATION: 127 MILLION 
CAPITAL: TOKYO 

‘= NATIONAL LANGUAGE: 
JAPANESE 

> CURRENCY: YEN 
= TIMEZONE UTC 

(Dreamcast) Cutscene advance he story ed show o 
‘the varous characte costumes on ofer 

In fact, everything seems to come to life, with background 
characters bouncing around and ensuring that there's 
never a dull moment. The simplistic appearance also has 
some technical benefits – the lack of shading allows the 
game to maintain an excellent frame rate. 

But good looks only carry a game so far and eventually 
you'll have to dance. During gameplay, the middle of the 
‘screen is dominated by a circle in which commands are 

displayed. The A button symbol appears in the centre, with 
a white outline closing in on it- when the outline meets the 
edge of the symbol, you need to press the button. When 
button symbols appear off-centre, you'll need to move 
the analogue stick to match the symbol's position as well 
as hitting the button. Occasionally, multiple non-button 
symbols appear on the outside, with a wave advancing 
towards them; for these, just move the stick in the direction 
indicated. It sounds simple, but the game soon becomes 
complex. That command circle gets busy, particularly 
when rapid presses and various buttons are involved. It's a 
good system, but the difficulty ramps up very quickly. 

Fortunately, the other key ingredient of a rhythm-action 
game is present - the music. As you'd expect from а 
Japanese music game, the musical genres used centre on 

Dreamcast Coo! Cool Tors art style even manages to inject colour into graveyard aroas: 

J-pop, with some dips into rock and hip-hop territory. While 
it’s all technically well produced, some of the tunes can be a 

tad twee, something which seems to come with the cartoon 
theme. However, this doesn’t іпізћ the impact of the better 

music and some of the tunes are genuinely among the best 
we've heard - Irony in particular is a favourite track, which 
we'd recommend as an underappreciated gem. 

While the game isn't tremendously long, there's a lot to 
do. For a start, Amp and Spica encounter different characters. 
during their stories, resulting in different music for each and 
revealing the game's use of leitmotif. You can also buy а 
variety of outfits for Amp and Spica and unlock the various 
‘opponents you encounter during the game, for use in the 
game's single-track modes - which can be played alone, 
competitively or co-operatively. The game even allowed for 

further costumes to be bought online with in-game currency, 
though the service has long since been discontinued. 

For the hardcore, there's even more. The game uses the 
rare and undenutilised Neo Geo Pocket Color link cable to hook 
up to Coo! Cool Jam, a Japan-only release for SNK's handheld, 
allowing you to exchange the game's currency between the. 
two platforms. Coo! Cool Toon includes all kinds of wallpaper 

[Dreamcast] Eat stages use just he A 
uon but by Episode 3 the others are added. алс animations without button prompts. 

[Dreamcast Ward creatures ore commergice n Cool Cool Toon 
‘hes gate yellow dog used to bo а lura. 

[Dreamcast Replays enable you to watch the 

IMPORT ONLY: 

Visual designer Ірреі Gyoubu's 
vision is done justice, with the 
flat-coloured characters granted 
the excellent animation they 
need to really bring their dance 
routines to life 
CAT жағ 
‘aa сина та 
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The Morolians are mwading and forcing 
human hostages to dance, so it's up to 
news reporter Ulala to fight them off. 
Along the way you encounter bizarre 
bosses, rival reporter Pudding and even 
Michael Jackson, The ttle employs 
Рабарра style lsten-and-repeat gameplay. 
Both the Dreamcast and PlayStation 2 
versions can be picked up cheaply. 

images and character art for users who insert the disc into 
their PC's drive, as was common for Dreamcast releases, but 
went one step further with a text file that explained how to use 

‘Samba De Amigo's maracas to play the game. Clearly, SNK 
went all-out with the unconventional thinking here. 

For fans of music games, this one is well worth tracking 
down. There's very little out there that's like it, and there 
was no sequel. Coo! Coo! Toon was released after SNK had 
largely withdrawn from non-Japanese markets and was in 
a downward spiral towards bankruptcy. That precluded any 
possibility of a Western release and while the game has 
occasionally been referenced by SNK Playmore in crossover 
titles such as Neo Geo Battle Coliseum, it looks unlikely that. 
the company will ever rerelease it for modern platforms. 

But, as always, there's a twist in the tale – and in true SNK 
fashion, it's ever so slightly conservative. The recent mobile 
game The Rhythm Of Fighters basically lifts Coo! Coo! Toon's 

game mechanics wholesale, but places them in a King Of 
Fighters theme. While there are a few new touch-screen 
mechanics, the game is remarkably close to the Dreamcast 
game of 2000. SNK is dead, long live SNK Playmore. Cool Coo! 
Toon is dead, long live The Rhythm Of Fighters, 

ul 1 / DEERE — 
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Amiga 1200] Eat ателе srakey bos thing 

‘Amiga 1200] The frst of he awesome 
30 hyperspace соттоо sequences 

SUPER STAR 
The original Stardust was one of 

the most overlooked shoot-'em-ups 
on the Amiga, a fiendish update 
of Asteroids with stunning ray- 
traced graphics, a thumping techno 
soundtrack and a steep difficulty 
curve. Coded by Harri Tikkanen, at 
Finnish developer Bloodhouse, it 
did things you just didn't expect a 
stock Amiga to do, particularly in its 
hyperspace-tunnel sequences, which 
evoked Space Harrier and the old 
Sega Buck Rogers coin-op, but looked 
а hundred times better. 

Designed to take advantage of 
the Amiga 1200's improved AGA 
chipset, this sequel is basically 
Stardust with everything cranked up 
to 11, The game was released on six 
floppy disks, twice as many as the 
original, which was an indication of 
the amount of visual data packed 
into the title. And unlike Asteroids 
there was actually а plot... sort of. 
The evil Professor Schaumund, 
freshly defeated in Stardust, has 
returned with a new army, this time 
equipped with enough firepower to 

Inadistant galaxy, along, 
long time ago... 

Amiga 1200). ved a расе presen 
fare sr a brand of Fina margarme 
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Even today the tunnel sections 
look stunning, with incredibly 

smooth graphics 
blow up whole star systems. He's 
also gone and kidnapped the hapless 
princess Voi Levi. Again. Luckily for 
you, you've been given a brand new, 
supercharged multi-weapon-system 
fighter with intergalactic hyperspace 
motors and optional air conditioning 
It's down to you, and you alone, to 
sort out this mess and restore peace 
and tranquility to the universe. Oh, 
and did we mention that the Prof is 
actually a little blue penguin in a top 
hat? Welcome to Super Stardust... 

‘The first thing Stardust players 
will notice is that the cute Fifties- 
style cartoon rocket-ship has been 
replaced by a sleek raptor-like craft. 
The game's difficulty has also been 

knocked down a notch compared 
to the original, but you'll still need 
to be a decent pilot because Super 
Stardust is definitely no slouch at 
killing you. The asteroids come in 
three different varieties: an easily 
destructible grey type, the slightly 
tougher purple kind, and extremely 
hard gold rocks that require serious 
weaponry 10 sort out. There are 
five stages, linked by visually 
upgraded tunnel sections packed 
with obstacles and inhabited by an 
imposing and very mobile guardian. 
Even today these look stunning, with 
incredibly smooth graphics that put 
contemporary titles like the CD-based 
Microcosm to shame. As you make 

your way through the half-dozen 
screens making up each level you'll 
also encounter additional enemies, 
from fire-spitting UFOs and Predator- 
like cloaking spaceships to cosmic 
starfish and snake-armed bosses. 

Luckily, Super Stardust provides 
you with plenty of tools to deal with 
the staggering amount of interstellar 
shrapnel it shifts about. Destroying 
weapon-carrying enemies grants 
you new toys to play with, from 
bouncing bullets to flamethrowers 
and missiles, and there's a Gradius- 
like power up system where you 
can route upgrades to various 
bits of kit via an in-game menu. 
Conserving your weapon power 
is the key to success in the game, 
since repeated dying depletes your 
combat-effectiveness drastically. So 
stay alive soldier, and go bust some 
space-rocks in glorious Amiga-vision 
for us, there's a good chap. And mind 
that penguin. 

B This is your X-wing like 
Holding the joystick down 

increases yout weapon's fring 
speed. The other power-up 
(bottom right, next loa rod) results 
activates a mini smart-bomb. с of annoyinglite ships. 

Ir UDU URE THis TOU. 
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ОМЕ5САРЕЕ 
5 With its gorgeous hand-drawn backgrounds 
and wonderfully fluid character animation, this 
CD-ROM based title is certainly one of the most 
visually impressive of all Amiga games. Released 
towards the end of the machine's commercial life, 
it's an arcade-adventure with obvious similarities 
to pioneering titles Another World and Flashback. 
The story follows the consequences of the alien 
abduction of the game's protagonist, Daniel 
White, and his attempts to escape a strange plane 
оп which he finds himself after his kidnappers 
ship crash-lands. Starting in a curious garbage 
dumping ground, you'll progress through сам 
waterfalls and futuristic cities in your quest 
to find sanctuary. Presentation is top 
notch, with an epic opening sequence 
and fully animated cut-scenes 
spicing up the puzzle-oriented 
gameplay, and lots of gruesom 
and sometimes amusing 
death-scenes. Luckily, the 
game allows you to save 
at any time, and Daniel can 
later equip a gun to blast 
the worryingly numerous droids and alien 
wildlife. OnEscapee is probably а game best 
played with a walkthrough at your fingertips 
as many of the puzzle solutions can be 
biton the illogical side. If you make it to the 
finale of the game, you'll be rewarded by а 
sequence that wraps up the experience in 
ап unexpectedly emotional twist ending 

LL Presentation is top-notch, with 
an epic opening sequence and fully 

animated cut-scenes 77 

BANSHEE 
Probably the best vertically scrolling A1200 

shoot-em-up ever. We're not sure what it is 
about Scandinavian developers that makes for 
top-quality Amiga blasters, but this was another 
courtesy of Soren Hannibal and Jacob Andersen. 
Rising from the Danish demo-coding scene, the 
pair took inspiration from the classic Capcom 
coin-op 1942, mixed in a dash of SWIV and Battle 
Squadron, and added a twist of Chaos Engine 
steampunk to create a terrific-looking shooter. 
Banshee is a huge game, with vast scrolling 
levels brimming with heavily armed battleships, 
submarines, prop-driven bombers and the odd 
Eskimo. The attention to graphic detail in Banshee 
is incredible, with scores of carefully animated 
Cannon Fodderstyle infantry milling about in the 
background, civilians running for cover, and clever 
weather effects all adding to the atmosphere. 

COR FCC — — — 
MINORITY REPORT: AMIGA 1200 

Impressive sprite effects include a boss with 
swinging arms and a giant crane equipped with 
а wrecking ball. And naturally, there are plenty 
of weapon pick-ups to maximise the carnage, 
resulting in a deluge of on-screen firepower, 
especially if you've got a friend to join in the 
simultaneous two-player mode. An essential title 
for Amiga 1200-owning shoot-em-up fans. 
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CLASSIC MOMENTS 

Cauldron 
DEVELOPER: Th 

MORE CLASSIC 
CAULDRON MOMENTS 
Air raid 

RELEASED: 

he real reward of a quest isn’t found in reaching 
your goal – you'll gain far more of worth from 
the hardships you overcome to get there. 

ћа 

Spirit of Columbus 

BIO 
Released by Palace Software 
in 1985, Cauldron was an 
innovative game for the 8-bit 
micros which cast players 
as a witch seeking to brew a 
potion to defeat the pumpkin 
and become Witch Queen. 
Combining shoot-em-up and 
platform gameplay for a well- 
rounded arcade adventure, it 
received critical acclaim, scoring = 
87% in Zzap! and 91% in Crash 
as well as earning praise from 
a variety of other magazines. 
However, the pumpkin didn't 
take defeat lying down and 
came back with a vengeance in 
the totally different 1986 sequel 
Cauldron Il: The Pumpkin. 
Strikes Back. 
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LOST IN 

TRANSL ATIC 
It's often true that we see things differently to folks overseas, but in 
videogames that’s rather more literally true. Join Nick Thorpe for a EE ou e foren, Sept Чанта, got nates spoons. те 
look at how localisation has shaped our views of gaming classics... е saie ara Amedeseemedsmpe 2 WER ta Has of Zo ala oor e a 

icture the scene: it's а lato night in 
Assmanshausen, Germany. We're sitting 
in a hotel room, with a dubbed version of 
the Mortal Kombat movie on the TV to 

provide background noise as we read about the 
32X. We're rather dedicated to the retro cause, 

after all. Suddenly, the adverts kick in and wo 
see something that teaches us а vary important 
lesson about attitudinal differences between the 
UK and Germany – specifically, that Germany 
seems to be far more tolerant of nudity in 
advertising. t's only a minor incident of culture 
shock, but one which serves ta highlight a 
difference in cultural sensibilities. 

The growth of the videogames industry from 
a collection of regionally distinct markets into a 
relatively cohesive global markat has presented 
developers with challenges. Developers haven't 
just had to translate their games for International 
audiences - often they have been required to 
adjust the content of their titles too, to pravent 
the kind of surprise mentioned above. This cae 

take place for all kinds of reasons = there may. 

be additional legal requirements or cultural 
1 differences to take into account, or licensing 
Í problems may como into play over issues such 
as charactor usage and console manufacturers’ 

content guidelines. Sometimes, the developers do 
& of their own accord. based on their beliefs about 
The market they're polling to. 

The most notorious cause of changes 

1 in localisation ів easily the requirement for 
censorship. Sex, violence and religious symbolism: 

зле all common triggers, and each territory 
handles things differently in this regard. Similarly 
infamous are those games which adopt a different 
skin for their releases in other regions based 
on the publisher's perception of what will sel 
ell = the most famous of these is Super Mario 
Bros 2, which we'll cover later. Additionally, it 
used to be quite common to tweak difficulty 
levels, with releases often made harder outside of 
Japan in order to prevent the rental market from 
damaging sales. 

Although these changes might sound broadly 
negative, they can often prove beneficial. While 
players might see them as an unwelcome 
deviation from the original intent of the developer, 
developers often implement bug fixes in localised 

‘and music to the game for its international debut. 
Other additions, such as the extra bosses present 
in international versions of Final Fantasy VII, have 
à less specific purpose than Sega's example but 
are no less wolcom 

Trends in localisation have changed 
considerably over the years. In the Eighties and 
Nineties, it wasn’t uncommon to seo games 
heavily revised from their original forms, and 
this was gften seen as being а desirable thing 
to добу publishers, at least - consumers were 
génerally none the wiser). However, this approach 
began to lose support in the mid-Nineties due 
10: Variety of factors, including the increasing 

International popularity of Japanese media and 
particularly the spread of the internet. Players 
today are often better informed about what is 
launching elsewhere in the world, and news of 

any changes to content will spread extremely 
quickly. As a result, cuts and alterations need 

to bo handled with care to avoid boing frowned 
upon by fans who may simply choose to import 

As the preference for generally unaltered 
releases has grown, so too has the 
professionalism of the localisation business. In 
the Eighties and even well into the Nineties, 
Japanese developers would often write the 

belong to us" gaining iconic status. Today, youte 
much more likely to see the work of localisation 
professionals - and even if they only work with 
dialogue, it's now increasingly common 10 see 
translations which attempt to convey the original 
spirit behind the words. Wordplay joke and local 
cultural references often lose their impact wher 

anslated directly, and are now typically replaced 
in localisation. 

Localisation is one of the most overlooked parts 
of game davelopment, but a hugely important 
‘one which will continue to have an effect on 
videogames for as long as the medium lasts. 
Since the practice began, localisation edits have 
affected а wide range of titles, both 
influential and obscure, and we've 
selected a number of examples to 
illustrate that point. These games 
highlight some of the most common 
reasons for changes - you might be 
surprised to learn about some of the moro 
unusual aspects of your favourite releases. 
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INTERNATIONAL 
NES] Super М. 

INTERNATIONAL 
Game Boy 

i“ EUROPE 4 

get the rather more r 

SUPER MARIO BROS 2 
NINTENDO 1988 

ht magne, this br 
ups, and so the sprites were rather hastily 

todeath, 

N 
least. Th 

and that 

SEGA 1994 
а The most divisive game in 

t majonty о 

ОМ JAMMER LAMMY 
NANA ON-SHA 1999 

The localisation team didnt reall 
care for repeated images of bomb 
blasts anda bad ending with a 
devastated city 

vilain Me X was mos 
ammy points out th 

use of Hell wa 



TABOO TOURISM 
Some nations have very specific pet peeves – ћеге 5 a sample... 

UK 
E The British Board of Film тж о 

төзе Classification (BBFC) took a very dim Entertainment Rating 
Д.с view of martial arts weaponry throughout Organization (CERO) has a range of age 

the Eighties and Nineties, and would require classifications, but only the 18+ 2 rating 
itbe cut from games it rated. 30 Realms’ 
‘Shadow Warrior had to replace shurikens 
with darts, while Soul Blade's Li Long 
had his nunchaku replaced with a 

is legally enforceable. Extreme violence 
is likely to earn the unwanted rating, with 

1 even Japanese-developed games such 
ШЕ. as Resident Evi 4and Ninja Gaiden 

Û ins the decapitation found in 
— export versions. 

GERMANY 
i Germany is famously strict 

about depictions of violence, and 
has laws forbidding the display of Nazı 

symbolism for obvious historical reasons. 
While films can receive an exemption on 
artisti grounds, games currently cant. The 
country only received its first Wolfenstein 

USA game in 2014, with all offending identical British swordsman named 
B America’s Entertainment. content removed during Arthur, while Samurai Shodown ll 

Software Rating Board (ESRB) doesn't localisation was renamed Fighters Swords. 
issue legally binding ratings, but most 

stores won't carry games with an 18+ Adults 
Only rating. Most of he titles carrying the 
‘AO rating contain graphic sexual content ~ 
games lke Fahrenheit (released in North а CHINA 

America as Indigo Prophecy) have 4 a B Chinaiis notorious lor its 
required major cuts to avoid it ЕЕ С famousty banning 

games which portray its army in a 
negative light or disagree with its territonal 

claims. Even Football Manager 2005 
received a ban for ts handling of Tibet! 
The Ministry of Cultures regulations 
are very broad, often inspiring 

pre-emplive changes. 

7 

B Samurai are very unpopular in 
‘South Korea, thanks to historical conflicts 

with Japan. As a result, characters and titles 
‘referencing samurai are often removed during 
localisation - Soul Calibur's resident samurai 

Mitsurugi was replaced with an almost. 

NEW BIGGER VENUE! 
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UK'S BIGGEST VIDEO GAME SALES EVENT! 
VERYTHING FROM VINTAGE COMPUTERS TO ARCADE MACHINES, MODERN GAMES & 16-B ASSICS 

FIND OUT MORE: HTTP://EVENTS.RETROCOLLECT.COM 



AMIGA » TEAM 17 » 1991 

| Once upon a time I traded in a SNES 
collection of around 50 Japanese games 
for an Amiga 1200. |: remains one of the 
biggest mistakes of my gaming Не. I'd been 
entranced by the likes of The 

and Indiana Jones And The Fate Of 
Atlantis, crucial forgetting that two of my favourite types с 

games, shmups and arcade offerings, weren't well represented 
on the Amiga systems 

Thank goodness then for Team 17's Aen Breed. With its 
rpressive visuals and atmospheric soundtrack, it reminded 

of all the console and arcade games | used to enjoy on my 
SNES. It was a fantastic price to boot. | can remember almost 
wincing in pain when | handed over £ import copy of 

s just as enjoyable an experie 
ng the 

cularly wh 
ips could be a pain to navig: 

you could acce 
'ething about Team 17's game that 

always dragged you back for one more go. 
Even today the immensely satisfying about 

your way through a sea of xenornorphs, and the 
metalic Bitmap Bros-styled visuals stil hold up incredibly w 

е game is admittedly sim 
aliens, pick up obj 
15 still manage t 

that Super Nintendc 
but the discov 9 5t made the 
experience bitte 
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TOP 25 MASTER SYSTEM GAMES 

66 Castlevania rip- 
off? Yup. But why not rip 
off something awesome? 

Plays great, and is a 
pretty decent challenge 

for most gamers 99 
learnedrobb | 

спеа 66wen never forget being trapped in a 
gin " room with possessed waxworks 99 

Operation Wolf ——- Bubble Bobble 
DEVELOPER: TAITO 

/EAR: 1390 i GENRE: LIGHTGUN SHOOTER 
Taito was one of t 
party developers 
Master System direc 

map third 

California Games 
В DEVELOPER: SEGA 
WI YEAR: 1989 M GENRE: SPORTS 

Despite having a large catalogue of 
arcade hits to draw on, Sega was keen 

ver big names to 
rather active 

e efforts ensured that Ерух5 excellent 
ports tite found a rfect home on the 

feeling during each of the six e 
sequel too, but it doesn't live up t 
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Double Dragon 
DEVELOPER: SEGA 

YEAR: 1988 > GENRE PLATFORM / 1 s сайы 1 The classic Technos 
78 DEVELOPER: COMPILE W YEAR: 1988 | 1 д ов Без! ет-ир made its m GENRE: ira usen М 3 C EB ~ n T A L way to the Master System 

: ) | + 
1 

‘a mention. Licensed from Tecmo but developed by via Sega. It's an excellent players unfamilar SIMS, then a subsidary of Sega, it's an entirely new adventure 
Ge . conversion featuring faithful with Golvelius might which retains many elements of the NES games while adding === j= level designs, all the enemies and even dismiss itas a simple Zelda clone, some twists of its own. Chief among these is a brand 2 ай У 2 dede а И all the weaponry of the coin-op. Best 

but they'd be wrong to do so. раној of previous gari of all, it includes the simultaneous two 
adventure include [44 йе the visuals and music deserve praise, what makes the player mode that the NES version lacked. У diferent game modes Rock hard, game so good is simply the joy of movement. Ryu Hayabusa : Е 

the overworid provides a similar but so satisfying to 5 ап incredibly әді iy and is capabi 
experience to the aforementioned control. | loved ће navigating danger nents with ease. You' feel ike you The Ninja 
NES classic, while the dungeons first level's theme 99 have actual ninja skits when you've spent a th the game, DEVELOPER: SEGA 

form stages and SMD and sicing up bad guys is all the more enjoyable as a result ЕТК a GENE НОСЕМ 
batties, both This updated version 

featuring some gigantic and detailed of Ninja Princess is 
enemy sprites. That variety helps to another game that many UK 
keep your interest levels high while 5 readers enjoyed as а £9.99 
wandering the game's vast map, aa budget special. The fast 

hich offers hours of play even for paced shoot-em-up action 
the experienced adventurer. Plus, ; is tough and it’s hard to gather the five 
youll be drawn into the adventure "i scrolls required to beat the game, but 
quickly by the characters you meet > there's a lot of love for The Ninja. 
along the way, as their taunts у 

ıd quips go beyond the purely "Tr Wonder Boy 

" DEVELOPER: WESTONE 

YEAR; 1987 = GENRE: PLATFORM 
1 The first Wonder 

Boy release isn't 
nearly as complex as later 

entries in the series, but 
that's why we like it — it's a 

straightforward dash to the end of each 

stage. This is a rather fine conversion of 
the coin-op, and we always did like the 

skateboard as a power-up. 
Choplifter 5 Secret Commando S5 ERES 
DEVELC SEGA m DEVELOPER: SEGA i YEAR: 1986 Ш GENRE: SHOOT-EM-UP. Alex Kidd In Shinobi Ne 

= DEVELOPER: SEGA T shoot emu in North America ог Ashura if you're in Japan, but the 9 The classic rescue-themed shoot о North America ura if yc apan, but 1 ЕМЕТ E GENE LATER 
8 YEAR: 1986 W GENRE: SHOOT-EM-UP 1 You might сай it Rambo: First Blood Part Iit youre 

vas one of the first games to make i European title makes no bones about Sega's homage to - 
way to the Master System, and was the Commando, Capcom's dassic arcade shoot‘em-up. Just Ike in that DEN memes 

x visual impressive early releases. It tev o. you wander up shooting al manner of infantry most visually impressive of those early releases. It threw game. der up-screen shooting al manner of infantry grunts пете (ере 
around a lot of sprites at very high speed, with some and blowing through end-of-stage fortresses. t's a bit slower than 1 was gutted as was drafted in to add some smooth fauxparalex scroling serving as the icing on Commando and features rather chunkier sprites that seem to ape the 

5 а kid when | found out crossover star power. The the cake. Confusingy, the Master System version of Кап Warriors style, but retains the two-player оо-ор play that makes eise a eae торі реа етен 
Chopifteris actualy а conversion of a conversion: its these games so much fun, ensuring that you'l keep coming back а керісін greet gam which arida more я 1 conversion, but ended up platforming to the Shinobi formula and 
based on Sega's coin-op, itself an enhanced conversion enjoying it way more than 4 more combat to Alex Kidd, and should ж Bn 5 original comput This means it A 
M drm tele Ve ese eer БАЈЕ MEM Asterix жэие” similar 8-bit games 99 still manage to satisfy both sets of fans. 

cludes t e e scoring mechanic: 
BellyFullOfHell of the arcade game, adding a bi extra depth and DEVELOPER: SEGA YEAR: 199! — GENRE: PLATFORM. 

а ааа Тин Епдиго Касег DEVELOPER СОРТЕ 
visual variety over the home computer versions. For a console which thrived on platform games and 

a licensed Asterix platformer was more or less "8 DEVELOPER: SEGA И YEAR: 1987 Ш GENRE: RACING YEAR: 1988 = GENRE: SHOOT-EM-UP. 
» the Romans are holding Despite the fact that ROM cartridges we! o »pensive than the tapes and disks used for R-Type received a 

66 the druid captive, and without his potions the Gauls wil b 1 лови home computer software, Sega and its distributors were keenly aware that price was a factor for many number of fantastic 
Easily the best z power sist the mo However, the gameplay is consumers and offered a range of lower-priced games. The budget-oriented Sega Card format didn't last 100 conversions over the years, 

version of the classic t заку рі J 5 common on the Master System long, but Mastertronic had success in the UK by offering a range of titles for as little as £9.99 — and judging by comments we with the Master System's Fz 
game with its great tis the fact that you can opt to play as o seems that it was the price that persuaded many of you to buy Enduro Racer. standing out as one of the 
graphics and more t T У The game itself is a bit of an oddball, as it doesn't really resemble Sega's arcade game of the same name, instead playing best of the early efforts. There's some 
varied levels 99 b shing strengt h more ox less like an isometric Excitebike. It stands up to extended play well, thanks to its varied off-road stages and an sprite flicker as you might expect, but 
The Laird layouts, one tailored to each n 50 you'll have upgrade system that really makes a difference – you'll definitely notice if you're using a better engine or improved suspension, it's otherwise amazing and an exclusive 

a rather different experience depending on which one you pick Таке note: the Japanese Mark Ill version of Enduro Racer utilises a bigger cartridge than the Western release and bo secret level really sweetens the deal. 
additional stages, more varied scenery and improved presentation as a result. 

> аза parody game 
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Out Run 
DEVELOPER: SEGA W YEAR: 1987 m GENRE: RACING 
1 The Master System didn't aways fare well 

end arcade 
to emulate the 

is a very pk 
including 

with conversions of Sega's h 
machines, often «ілкі 

conversions of Out Run have come 

real thing, lending cred Sega's дате of arcade- 
quality games at home 

Fantasy Zone 
DEVELOPER: SEGA W YEAR: 1986 
GENRE: SHOOT-EM-UP. 

gameplay, it's а very tight horizontal scroling 
де and destroy a 

1 definitely need hyo 

SYSTEM/Po: 

ARS PEED 
H LI LI 

447 the time of release, it was 
the best home version around ~ 

Out Run dida great job of emulating the classic coin-op 

Wonder Boy In Monster Land 
DEVELOPER: SEGA W YEAR: 1988 % GENRE: PLATFORM 

‘The second arcade 
from the tic platforming of 
stages but introducing a currency 

weaponry and am 
tashed all over 

find, The fusion of RPG elements 

imi ed RV a fantastic game, and 
bigger thin 

Castle Of Illusion Starring 
Mickey Mouse 

DEVELOPER: SEGA ІШ YEAR: 1990 W GENRE: PLATFORM. 

For a time ithe с я ed that p 
Disney plat есі quality 
umed 

crowd happy 
been kidnapped by t 
gather the seven rande 

te the Master Sys 

genre gi 
set the sta to come. 

king up a 
Capcom 

-ooloured gems and bring her back 

but i'll certainly as visually lovely as t 
whole lot longer — and it seems you all appreciated that 

wer Base 

Phantasy Star 
DEVELOPER: SEGA 

Alis Landale's quest for vengeance against К 
б ] 

ighly infi evelopment ofthe genre. 
оп cons 

for the 
dung 
even let 

ос ted 
which we suspect is why it 

eon scenes w 

YEAR: 1987 І GENRE: RPG 

is one of the all-time great RPGs, ar 

soles. ТІ 
nt of vis 

the 
game 

players 
ogy meant Ph у was a pricey т 

failed to crack the top fiw 

Sonic The Hedgehog 
DEVELOPER: ANCIENT — YEAR. 31 GENRE? 

While Sonic might h 

its 8-bi 
mascot 
sred 16-bit 
lop it in-house 

ble gaming musician ng that a 
опмегвјоп of the Mega Drive platfc would be 

ad opted for a loose adaptatio 
f the loops, but 

faithful to the ti ginal 
ће Master 

a better game than it: 
ven arguable t 

f the flashier 
ve stages 

wpletely disconnected. 
t served an 

а! game for the 
ıt in Europe it replaced 

y bringing in 
hether y 

on this list 

Shinobi 
и DEVELOPER: SEGA W YEAR: 1988 

The first of 
GENRE: RUN-AND-GUN 

je Mu: ved Shi's adventure 

gain health and 
jonus stages. These enhancement 

TOP 25 MASTER SYSTEM GAMES 

DEVELOPER: VIC TOKAI il YEAR: 1989 8i GENRE: PLATFORM 
nic The Hedgehog, fast In the days before < 

p formers were rare, but Psycho Fox 

лед the game's su 
based platformi plate would later be 

ised for Decap Attack on the Mega Drive. 

49 Arguably а better game 
than its 16-bit c 

Agt? 

unte Tpart — 

i 

ж 

КТІ 
ете 

assed "a 
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[12m 
bundled game. Bags of oo “9582 Wond character and variety, er Boy Ill: The Dra on's Trap 
anpra ЗОРЕ ЕРЕ де - и нин DEVELOPER: WESTONE — YEAR: 1909 rag 
ivortheinjun Қ PEEP) ж fe eet ی it's definitely platform games — 

the genre is clearly dominant in this top 25, so only a platformer of exceptional 
quality could possibly rise to the top. Described іп a 95% Mean Machines review 
as “one of the best games of its type available on any console,” it's fair to say 
that Wonder Boy IIl: The Dragon's Trap is а platformer of exceptional quality. 

Beginning in the final level of Wonder Boy In Monster Land, you get the chance to fight 
the final boss of that game again - but this time, defeating it reveals a nasty surprise. Our 
plucky hero is cursed upon the dragon's defeat, transforming him into a fire-breathing 
lizard. He escapes the collapsing castle but now needs to become human again, so a new 
quest begins, taking him to locations such as a spooky forest, a dry desert and a fiery 
cave. That sounds like standard fare for the series but unlike its predecessor, Wonder Boy 
Il doesn't contain individual stages. Instead, it takes place іп a single large world where 
everything is connected and you're only limited by the obstacles you can overcome. 
Of course, as a lizard you can't overcome too many obstacles, but during the journey 

you'll encounter more dragons and be transformed into new animal forms. The first is a 
tiny wall-scafing mouse, while later ones include a lion with а massive sword swing and an 
eagle which can fly. All of these forms enable you to visit new areas and access new areas 
in old ones, creating the feeling of a grand adventure where undiscovered secrets could be 
hiding anywhere. 
The Metroid-esque structure is certainly great, but it's far from the only thing that makes 

Wonder Boy lll so good. The controls are dead-on while the vibrant, detailed visuals are 
superb and sprite flicker is kept to a minimum. In some places, the game almost reaches. 
the visual quality of early Mega Drive releases. The soundtrack contains a number of 
‘superbly composed tunes and even supports the FM add-on for improved sound, despite 
never having been released in Japan. 

Wonder Boy Ill would be a great game on its own, but as a sequel it really acts as а 
model for others to follow. New players are brought into the action quickly thanks to the 
game's inspired introduction, while old fans have a whole new structure and new abilities 
to play with. It's telling that Castlevania: Symphony Of The Night, a PlayStation classic 
considered by many to be the pinnacle of that series, shares a lot ofits design traits with 
The Dragon's Trap. It just goes to show that while Retro Gamer readers have voted for 
Wonder Boy І: The Dragon's Trap as their favourite Master System game, its design 
principles ensure that it would be an exceptional game on any platform. 

Dy reasons why it's great 
I's a great example of the Beginning from the final 
Master System's visual 
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THE MAHING OF: BLOOD 

he grizzled ex-gunslinger ГІТ Caleb, head of the The Cabal nn асы ТНЕ МАН WHO and one of four ‘Chosen’, ета BUILT BUILD 
=I started my initial research in 

v the March of 1993 and one ofthe 
Tehemobog utters its i companies | sent the demo to was 

they have failed the Apogee," says Ken Silverman, 
creator of the Build engine. “George 
Broussard sent copies lo his various 
teams and Nick Newhard took it 
up with a project tentatively called 
Нотог: Ken and Nick would 

pay the ultimate 1 4 - 

subsequently discuss the engine at 
least once a week, working on the. 

FIRST-PERSON SHOOTER. original grid-based version before 

££ We had some pretty advanced technology ing тень 
Blood that wasn't in the other Build games 77 pascua ата of creating 3D sprites called voxels. 

Peter Freese recalls how he extended the standard Build engine añid tools “Voxel sprites are 30 models made 
up of a grid of cubes,” explains Ken, 
“and in my format only the cubes at 
the surface were actually stored and 
rendered, It was nice being able to 
walk up to something and it not being 
a cardboard cutout, but my editor 
back then was very difficult to use 
and the reduction in frame rate when. 

form 
Seattle 

using voxel sprites were big reasons 
Why they weren't used more.” As a 
result, in Blood, voxels were used 
mainly for ammo pick-ups and the 

company called Edmark in the eaf? occasional piece of scenery. 
з at anther 

While the most famous 
Build game remains Duke 
Nukem's popular third 
outing, Ken Silverman's 
'2.5D' engine also produced 
several other titles. Graeme 
Mason chats to two of the 
men behind the derivative, 
violent and jolly entertaining 
undead romp Blood its game. "I architected all the core 

tems for Blood - basically everything 

+10051 Seven yos bud bck? 
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|> voxels [into the engel,” remembers к 
Nick, "and we incorporated them once 
the kinks were worked out and we had 
the tools to make them, 

With Peter taking care of much of à 
the technical side and Kevin Kistrom 
the graphics, Nick was busy designing , 
levels, implementing many of Blood's 
cool features and helping develop 
its macabre plot. "HP Lovecra 
was d 
throughout,” he reveals, "and the 

tely a design influence 
impossible, Oft began 

original design for Blood — one gan with Kevin, he'd mention a quote or joke 
never saw — had a much darker and that had us all laughing, and next thing 
more serious plot" Nick cites George | yo 

n the pi 

knew something from the movie. 
Broussard for pushing the game made it into a пе, game tex 
towards a more comedic angle as the The tearn was also tightly focused 
plot wholly embraced a dark humour on how the game Чейг to players, as 
ich he credits in part towards Blood's coder Peter Freese explains. “I think | 

commercial success. Remer 
Peter: "We'd all planned for Blood to 
be a serious horror game, hence the 
3D sound. And we spent a lot of time 
oming up with ideas to immerse 

the player and scare the crap out of 
them.” When the programmer saw 
the direction the game was taking, he 

ised it was likely for the best. "It 
probably helped that Kevin was a big 

mpbell and had the fi 
Army Of Darkness playing repeatedly in 

Says 
Nick, "We would regularly watch horror 

Q Studios, so avoiding 
contamination from all those flicks was 

spent two whole d 
engineer Doom's o 

instakingly recording rotational 
speeds and keyboard n, | 
implemented what | believed to be a 

ays trying to 
әлігі accelerati 

reverse 
n 

celeratio 

"DOS Th ove ftt, оле wero! arc 
vid gaan oc we беске sacan 

fan of Bruce С; 

our tiny office spacel" he laughs 

movies oss 
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"ne venio te iste 

постта. 

similar system іп Blood. | showed it to 
Nick and he said "Море, that's stil not 
поћи" Peter returned to his code to try 
to figure out why a few milliseconds 
difference in timing made the controls 
feel different. "Nick was really hard to 

lease when it came to this, but | ti 
t was the right thing to place so much 
importance to it. There were several 
Doom clones out w 
development and many of tf 

just abysmal. 
While the development of Blood may 

le we were in 

were 

sound like the best fun ever, of course it 
wasn't. "We never had enough money 
10 do all the things we wanted to do, 
continues Peter, "and e budget 
from 3D Realms [into which Apogee 

morphed] was something ike $15K 
a month eak, with which w 
to pay our entire team and operating 
expenses. The ti 

ad 

finances put a 
huge strain on everyone involved and 
we constantly looked for other sources 

to help fund the development 
flected in aspects such as 3D 

modelling, which was way beyond 
budget and the expenence of the 
team. “Kevin was a traditional artis 
d sculptor," notes Nick, “with no 3D 

experience and we had no access to 3D 
tools. So we went old-school and put 
together а green-screen rig. Kevin either 

хі nearly every sprite in 
ne and hand-drew and animated 

rything else. 

built or scar 
the ga 

a break from the games industry for 
family reasons. "1 took my leave as 
ansitioned from Q Studios to Monolith. 

It helped knowing Monolith was run by 
friends [with] the backing to bring Blood 

ition." he says. The Washing 
based developer had acquired Q Studios 

winter of 19: 
merger gained the ng 
3D Realms, which was now busy on 

Telow-Buld ttle Shadow Warror And 
with Duke Nukem 3D proving to be a 

varing success, Monolith CEO Jace 
Hall pushed the project onwards at 
pace. Level-designer Jay Wilson was 
already on board ("He was working as а 
theatre usher before... so he was pretty 
happy with the transition to getting 
paid to make game levels," laughs 
Pel 
more hands to the pump such as Craig 
Hubbard, hired to flesh out Blood's plot. 
Wen 

whether he ever met any resistance to 

and the с ange to Monolith saw 

tum to Nick now and enqui 

the graphic intensity. "From my earlies 
discussions with George and Scott we 
ммен wavered from the goal of making 

the game as graphic as possible," he 
ays, "and we never got much flak for 

it. Games (ке Postal drew way more 
attention from uptight politicians such 
as Senator Lieberma 
dark humour was our saving grace. 
Part of this humour lay in the weapons 
that Caleb can wield throughout the 
game. Ap 
а voodoo doll (the йе 
used to eliminat 
musing and satisfying 

Inn, so perhaps the 

chfork, flare gun and even 
h) can be 

enemies in а variety of 
ys. “I wrote 

up a bunch of ideas for weapons Caleb 
could acquire during the game," recalls 
Nick, "and added improvssational ones 
such as the lighter/spray can." Despite 
the (approximate) 1920s setting, the 
team wer repared t vsake reality in 
order to have some really cool weapons. 
Meantime, the odd ethereal feel to 
many of the дат from 

level desig 
су 

oF controls 

5 level 
Nick's experimentation wi 
principles such as lighting, transpare 
slopes, wall sprites, and sec: 
and stacking. "I would put it all to the 
test in a level," he reveals, "and often | 
‘ended up with a fantastic-looking area 
ог some realy greatlooking effect, but 
not a complete level, and these found 
their way into larger ma 

As development continued apace 
early іп 1997, two vital new men lent 
their talents to Blood Firstly, Stephen 
Weyte arrived to provide the gravel 
toned voice of Caleb himself. "The dark 
humour even infected Stephen," smiles 

We never wavered from the 
goal of making the game as M 
graphic as possible 

#1005] Nek Nowara al 
he bor ромеи Це Lee 
unbalanced the gamep 

THE MAHING OF: BLOOD 

»(005 Moris 

Nick, “as we didn't discover Caleb's lo 
of show tunes until he started warming stan It was one of those things that sounded 

great on paper but failed in gameplay 
Secondly, the moody and sombre m. х In spite of criticism of the Build 

ias the work of composer engine (which was starting to look а 
Daniel Bernstein, who also contributed it 
what would eventually be dubbed ‘Dark 
Wisdom’ in Blood II. іп other words, the 
strange mix of Latin and Sanskrit th 
Tchemobog's demented cutist hordes 
used as a language 

up during our recording session!” 

to Blood 
le creaky thanks to Quake), Blood 

received generally positive reviews 
Ind we asked Nick why he thought 
so. "Blood stood out for a number of 
reasons, starting with its core gameplay 
= single-player and bloodbath. I'd 
also point out the attention to detail 
throughout the game. The movement 
was tight, the single-player levels were 
huge and f 

к Be уз altfires, positional audio, spec 
production we were playing the capture effects... all of that plus the great 
the flag mod in Quake,” Nick explains А gameplay.” In addition to Quake, the 
‘and we found it so engaging, we spent game was also up against fellow-Build 

the next 36 hours coding it into Blood! title Shadow Warrior, which acted as 
А: or feature, the primary motivation to the team 

а mode called Bloodlust in which Cale for getting the garr 
would transform into The Beast’ and possible. Nick also res 
need to maintain a constant slaughter regret for releasing too much content 
in order to retain the in the shareware version of Blood. 
was abandoned. "We sort of had it We should have released fewer 
working,” says Nick, "but we actually j levels and weapons and would have 
cut it because it kind of sucked in melee probably garnered more sales at retail 
combat and didn't contribute to the fun. н he grimaces. 

t Nevertheless, both Nick and Peter 
very fondly on the crimson 

t was my ‘first child’ and 
vt for a small and dedicated 

orked tirelessh 
its release. And we really made a 

explore, the weapons, 

this was added, anoti 
tas soon as 

умети! form, 

but 

years of 
core team thi 

gamer's game and to this day our 
Bloodbath mode was the most frenetic 
and fun multiplayer mode I've ever 
experienced.” says Nick, while Peter 

des: “Despite the bittersweet cone! 
regret for all the things we didn’t 
manage 
proud of yone wants 
to fund Blood 3, then count me in! 

Caleb stands before Tchernobog's 
temple. In his coarse, sandpaper 
voice, he asks why the Chosen were 
laughtered. The evil god looks down 
upon the lone figure whose great power 

and wishes to use to take 
id. "Mmmm is that 50 

growis Caleb solemnly, drawing his 
vusty Паге gun and preparing for one 
final, decisive, battle with the god and 
its minion 

T Our special thanks to Nick Newhard, 
Ken Silverman and Peter Freese. 
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We speak to Dropzone, International Karate 
and Mercury developer Archer Maclean 
about a subject that's very close to his 
heart – classic arcade games 

„а tan at goden ар games 
cade 

original Ata 
РОМО p 
then took all th 
that was 
got me into 

What's the first arcade game you 
can remember playing? 

ve, lv 
Pong from a very young age 

the Seventies | would hunt 
down arcades wherever | was, and 

on. in 1979 | 

ight until t broke through overuse! 

Did you visit any arcades in your 
younger days? What were they and 
why did you go there? 

о skive off school 
ndon and head for 

id / Charing Cros 

) and it had a faulty 
— every time you p 

into t 

lofter 
were for. We 
10p a hundred tir 

Why do you think shoot“em-ups 
were so popular in arcades? 

home 
alien onslaught, and | think t 

Why do you think that arcades were 
so successful? 
It's hard t 

arcades di 

E Many of hie games — abiret ho mensona, 

containe 
uite the fix back t as they w 

time 
What do you think was the cause of that the У n found 
the death abandon » UK garages after 
There were many reasons years of rest 
oversupply, 100 many clone gar ying my machines to near тігі, 
mediocre quality, the f e cing all the artwork and 

make them look better than 
hen the came out the factory 35 у 

| адо But that's a al choice th 
as other collectors Ike to keep them 
grungy, smeling 
and fag burns. 

What's your favourite arcade 
| game and why? 

an't really name 

Are you still actively restoring 
Asteroids, Space Invaders machines? Which was the last опе | 

in sparking 
Jone those aliens 

Бом! your impressive | 
coin-op collectior 
The earliest cat 

its original b 
bout 13-14 years адс 

sell the Streets Defender 

llectable arcade cabs had gone 
ted to look 

around at ways of acquiring loads 
more. | ended up building good 

jons with пити 
ollectors, courtesy of int 

forums and in the follow 
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ONE VISION: A MICROUISION RETROSPECTIVE 

lectronic gaming in the palm 
rmnicrovision 

almost as long as videogames. 

While the latter required a TV, 

the former arose in the mid- 

1970s as a way to use up excess 
calculator parts gathering dust 

i ике! recently taken over 

BY MATON READLEY р ur sing 

Up 5 

а more glowing LED 

V | ~ | ON 

^ | със chemicals] 
speed determined how 

A MICROVISION RETROSPECTIVE Eg m 
many lines you could 
have in the display 

Often billed as the first handheld game console, the Microvision is 
actually an evolutionary step in handheld electronic games, those ЕЗ 

distant cousins to videogames. Marty Goldberg reveals the 
history behind this pioneering product 

Y sans «on | 

 ا

d have in the display. іп > 
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ı» Sea Dues essentaly a cre-payar version of Miton Bradley s 
popular bear game, Вагћећ Irscerainy worth кейі out 

| general, three rows was about it." Realising that of the handheld electronic games industry and the 
three rows of dots was not enough 10 do a meaningful — electronic toy industry as well 
game display. he came up with a novel idea akin 
to how today's 3D graphics engines “сір” graphic he actual software that was to 
elements not being used in order to save processing run on the microcontroller was 
speed. "We realised the graphic displays usually packaged within the 
at the time counted every pixel every microcontroller IC itself in ROM 

format, further adding to the compactness 
of the device. However, just fke all the 
other resources in the microcontroller, 
meant you had a very limited amount of 
ROM space to work with. The programmer 
of Mattel's Auto Race, Mark Lesser, had 
to fit the entire game (logic, scoring etc) 
into 512 bytes of code. A feat that makes 
the typical 2K available to Atari 2600 game 
developers of the time seem spacious. 

Jay Smith's solution was to 
leverage microcontrollers in a way not 
unlike dedicated videogame console 
manufacturers had looked at that year with 
their single-chip 'Pong-on-a-chip' based 
systems: create the ilusion of switching 

‘out games by switching out the dedicated 
LCD driver chip, the thought became that systems themselves. In that format, the 
if they were advancing the technology system is really just the controller and display 
this much display-wise they might as well make it a mechanism and the ‘guts’ are all on the part beng 
programmable system that could swap out cartidges. swapped out. Companies in Europe ike Hanimex 
The problem was, once again, the technology land had started releasing SD 050-based consoles in 
cost) wasn't there yet to support a full microprocessor 1977 that did just that, and Atari had its Game Brain 
with swappable game ROMS in a handheld format. it showed at the summer 78 CES but chose not to 

Most LED handheld games of the time (and release. In the case of Jay Smith's proposed device, 
electronic toys in general) used what are called the handheld unit would only contain the electronics 
microcontrollers. A microcontroller is a chip that is for the LCD and controls. The microcontroller that 
essentially a full ‘computer’ on a single chip. That contained the system's main circuitry and game 
‘means the processor, RAM, input/output and other itself would be located on а portion of the unit that 
related technologies that are all separate in a traditional would swap in and out, plugging into the other 
‘computer are combined in a single chip. Now, that. circuitry when it was docked. 
chip and its resources were nowhere near as powerful Building a prototype, Jay Smith shopped it 
and plentiful as a regular microprocessor-driven around and Milton Bradley wound up biting 
system at the time, but they weren't intended to Бе at the opportunity. Miton Bradley had started 
Microcontrollers were created to be used in small, in 1860 as a board game company located in 
compact devices. Devices such as... you guessed it, Springfield, Massachusetts. By the early 1970s, 
calculators. That's one of the reasons why Mattel’s it had released board and novelty game tiles that 
first handheld electronic game (Auto Race) uses а had become staples of many a person's youth, 
microcontroller and the technology became а staple зисћ as Mouse Trap, Operation, Battleship and 

minute, whereas in a game display 
we would only use about 20% of 
the pixels at a time. Why worry about 
rows not being used? So we created 
a display system that only governed 
the rows being addressed.” In this 
method, pixel rows that are on most 
of the time and static require the least 
amount of attention. Rows with semi- 
moving objects require а litte more, and 
rows with regularly moving objects (a 
shot, a Ба! etc) require the most. This 
advancement allowed a formerly unheard 
of 16 rows of pixels and in tum created an 
LCD display that was much more viable 
for playing games on. 

Having to come up with a custom 

his 
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(( We created a display 
system that only 
governed the rows 
being addressed }) 
Jay Smith onhow they solved the LCD issue 

Connect Four. Following Mattel's lead, it tentatively 
stepped into the electronic toy and game market in 
1977 with the tabletop Comp IV (released in the UK 
as Logic 5). А number sequencing game that was 
more an educational toy in the same class as Texas 
Instruments’ Little Professor, it comprised a series 
of LEDs housed in a case meant to look lie a child's 
version of a computer. It was joined that year by an 
updated electronic version of its classic board game 
Battleship. In 1978 Milton Bradley followed up with 
а new electronic board game called Laser Attack, а 
futuristic Star Wars-influenced electronic toy space 
fighter called Star Bird, and the aforementioned Simon, 
It was Simon, though, that Milton Bradley knew it 
had a hit with, and so it pulled out all the stops for 
its introduction. The game of glowing coloured lights 
and musical tones made its debut at New York's own 
location for dancing lights and musical sensations, the 
iconic Studio 54. When Jay approached Milton Bradley 
with the concept for his handheld electronic game with 
switchable games, the firm knew it had an appropriate 
follow-up to Simon. 

The designers of the system - Jay Smith, Gerald 
Karr and Lawrence Jones – were awarded US pat 
number 435922? for the Microvision. Entitled 'Hand- 
held electronic game playing device with replaceable 
cartridges’, it was originally fled on 30 October 1978. 

Described as а "А compact hand holdable electrical 
toy game assembly", the drawings show the initial 
proposed format for the Microvision which included 
both a primordial version of a 'd-pad' thumb controller 
and a spinner for playing paddle-style games. Ап 
alternate version shown in the same filing is a little 
closer to what became the actual Microvision, including 
а 12-button keypad, spinner and removable faceplate. 

The development, from concept to full product, led 
to some interesting design work and changes from the 
intial concept. At first glance, the Microvision looks like. 
ап oblong version of the typical handheld electronic 
game of the time. This certainly wasn't needed for the 
electronics, as they take up about the same space (it 
not less) as the other games on the market. According 
to Jay Smith, the primary reason for all the extra space 
fell on Milton Bradiey. Its reasoning being that the 
projected price would dictate the need for a larger size, 
as if the consumer would not understand they were 
paying for higher technology. 

INSIDE THE 
MICROVISION 
Due to its rarity, it's not often you 
get to see inside this handl 

CASE 
B Here's what's holding the Microvision together 1/5 worth 

thatthe bottom half of each front faceplates typically 
different for each game. Connect 4 for example, has si 
control points while Block Buster only uses four 

CONTRASTKNOB BATTERY 
B Aleature rarely seen STORAGE 
OnevenlaterLCD-based | Тһе original Microvision 
handhelds, this enables the ^ needed 9V batteries. 
Microvision owner to adjust Changes during the 
the contrast ofthe display production run lowered 
= important considering i's power requirements. T 
not backlit second slot became extra 

battery ‘storage’ 

ONE VISION: A MICROUISION RETROSPECTIVE 

ће main unit itself houses the LCD, its 
special controller chip, the controls and 
the connection to the system bus that 
works similarly to a cartridge slot. It's 

used for nothing more than I/O and power (Tiger's 
R-Zone handheld in the Nineties is similar in construct, 
but with an LCD contained on the removable porton). 
The most interesting addition, though, which shows 
a lot of insight into its replayability potential, is the 
control pad. Instead of a defined keypad with raised 
buttons (as shown in the concept drawings) it features 

а flattened pad, allowing it to be defined as needed 
by the faceplate. Combined with the spinner control, 
it provides custom control options on a per-game 
basis. A feature not matched unti touch-based games 
profferated on smartphones and tablet devices. 

The microcontroller initially chosen by Jay and 

company was the Intel 8021, an 8-bit microcontroller 

in the same family as the 8048 processor used in 
Magnavox's Odyssey2 console (Philips Videopac 
series) and introduced in 1976, With 64 bytes of 

RAM and able to address a game up to 1K in size (the 

typical game sae up to that point had been about half 
that), it held enough resources to get the job done. 
Interestingly though, the 8021 has a higher power 
requirement than the typical microcontroler used in 
these devices and, combined with the requirements 
of the LCD, it made the Microvision require two 9V 
batteries (which added to the size of the unit as well) 
The 8021 was replaced with the Texas instruments 
TMST100 not long into the system's Ifetime, however, 
thanks to some ordering issues for the Intel chip. 
А 4-bit microcontroller that's part of the ТМ51000 
senes introduced in 1974, the 1100 has RAM and 

processing power but can address up to 2K in ROM 
space. The other plus it brought was the lower power 
requirement, allowing the Microvision to need only 
опе 9V battery now. Milton Bradley respondedto >» 

LCD CONTROLLER CARTRIDGE SLOT 
E The custom controller 
chiplordrvingthethen attach new cartridges for 
groundbreaking LCD your handheld. n total just 
display. Commonly covered l2diferent games were 

B This is where you can 

with a wound copper sated for the machine, 
ker to protect — making it an interesting 

arge challenge for collectors. 
backed fo 
from static dis 

1а Custom 16:16 LCD display designed by Jay Smith and 
his team. Unfortunately, because of early manufacturing 
limitations, it's prone to breakdown and a condition known 

TOUCHPAD (12 KEY) 
W 12-key touchpad which has its 
areas defined by the faceplate. 
Technically similar to number. 
pads on console controllers like 
Intetivision and Colecovision 

PADDLE 
а The Micrevision's mounted spinner control Its functions 
dier on a per-game basis and include everything from a 
traditional paddle control to adjusting range settings. 
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for the more primitive TMS1 
joned, is housed in 

designed to 
not unlike the 

olourful m 
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markings relevant t 
ng graphics 
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control area. Using 

and coloured text 
button's function, the. 

able for each game wi 
of the panel is 

Protector 
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issue for th 
solved in videos 

ld go, мірі 
over that 

5 not its 
Je on the exposed contacts 

Microvision. One wrong to 
ut the дате а 

ips ott 

he Microvision was released in 
November 1979 for around $40 along 
with another high-tech toy offering by 

ble Big 
k Bu 

пол Bradley's popular 

!ctronic game 
d display, 

ring a 16x20 VFD display, it came іп 
Break Free, Di 
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Contra: 
Hard Corps 
PLATFORM t zl 

onami see: 
churning out endlessly inventive 
often push the host hardware to its limits. 

SSIC CONTRA: HARD CORPS MOMENT: 

BIO ce 
Some corners of the intemet "n 
whisper that Konami's one and “ы, 
only Mega Drive Contra game E: У 
is actually better than Contra Ill Ре РЕР > : 
Its a fair conclusion to come to, 

Е Sound і hing time! nter, Soundwave t's morphing time! thanks to Hard Corps's insane, 
breakneck pace, inventive and е fre not even hal 
eclectic bosses and the same t 
sort of breathtaking aesthetics 
that would appear in future. 
Treasure games. While the 
control system is arguably 
weaker than the one found in 
Contra Ill, the branching levels 
and flowing narration make 
for one of the best games in 
the series. 



Mad Planets should really 
be up there with Defender, 
Asteroids and Tempest on a 
list of classic arcade shooters, 
but sadly it never got the 
recognition it deserved. Mike 
Bevan speaks to Jeff Lee and 
Kan Yabumoto about Gottlieb's 
cult interstellar blaster 

any people will 
never have actually 
played Mad Planets, 
at least not in its 
original arcade 
format. But readers 

of a certain age may well find the 

screenshots on these pages familiar. 
The game was released by American 
coin-op maker Gottlieb in 1983, just 
months after its much more famous 

arcade title O*bert. Artist Jeff Lee, 

creator of the Q*bert character, was 
also behind the graphics for Mad 
Planets. And although not nearly 
as well distributed throughout the 
arcade world, it was encountered 
by a Brighton-based programmer, 

icol, who used the game 
for a much-loved C64 

shoot-em-up, Crazy Comets. 
In Mad Planets the whole universe 

is out to kill you. It's a curious and 
finely tuned hybrid — part Defender, 

part Asteroids – and, like the latter, 
it’s an acute exercise in controlling 
chaos. Against an imposing 
animated starfield, planets appear 
in the distance, and rush into view. 
They're harmless at first so it's best 
to dispatch them before they grow in 
size and start chasing you around the 
screen, moving in increasingly rapid 
elliptical patterns that make them 
progressively harder to hit. For some 
reason, these planets are pretty mad 
at you. Not only that, they carry little 
orbiting moons that occasionally 
split off and start attacking your ship. 
You need to shoot all the moons 
before you can start dispatching the 
planets themselves, and there can be 

cntorrs 

= [Arcade A large ка meonad planet anda malis one 
sending ts satelite to attack he sh. 

up to five planets on screen, which 
in turn can have up to six satellites 
in orbit around them. Coupled with 
the occasional errant comet and 
the little astronauts floating about 
in need of rescue, it adds up to 
quite a challenge as you try to make 
it through the game's 32 rounds 

without being mashed between 
rampaging astronomical bodies. 

The orbiting moons, which rotate. 

around the larger planets and cast 

vou WAVE 3 SHIPS 
BONUS SHIP EVERY 1900 

моон ATTACKING 
mao rLuTONA 

mao manzon 

man KRVPTOPHAN 

ТТЫ 

ıs [Arcade] The enemy planets graded т 
‘roa ot sze and angnness. 

tiny shadows on their surface, are a 
distinctive feature of Mad Planets and 
predate the idea for the actual game. 
Gottlieb programmer Kan Yabumoto 
had been working on a project that 
displayed a series of vertical 3D 
cubes on the firm's arcade hardware. 
Inspired by a graphics demo that Jeff 
had produced on an Apple computer, 
this idea would later resurface in 
Q*bert. After working on the cube 
display for a few weeks, Gottlieb's 
vice-president of engineering, Ron 
Waxman shifted him to another 
project, assisting arcade hardware 
designer Jun Yum. “Jun insisted on 
something which showed the power 
of his hardware,” Kan recalls, "where 
little satellites came in front of and 
disappeared to the back of a planet.” MEET THE CHALLENGE OF THEIR FURY 

THE MAKING OF: MAD PLANETS 

661 remember 
making a model 
and taking 
Polaroid photos 
to ‘rotoscope’ 
the ship for the 
spinning effect 77 
Jeff Lee on animating the main sprite 

After the Q*bert project was given 
to Warren Davis to complete, Kan 
was asked if he might be able to 
produce a game based on the ‘planet 
thing’. “We did not have a game, 
only some preliminary rotating 
satellites,” admits Kan. "I knew the 
cube thing had more potential. From 
a programmer's point of view, а 

Q*bertlike game was much 
easier to write, The idea was 
everything. Mad Planets did 
not have a ‘game idea’ until 
the very end." Jeff Lee was 
brought on board to help 
Kan out with the graphics 
while also designing Q*berfs 
colourful characters. “I was 
probably working on both 
simultaneously because | was 
producing graphics for all of 
the videogames in the pipeline 
except Tim Skelly's games and 
licensed products," he tells us. 
For Kan and Jeff, turning № 
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wlArcade| A Mas Krtophan planet 
comes very erage rid 

> Data d he eye-catching arcada cabinet 
(Photo © BA Johnston) 

> — the'satellite demo’ into a full 
game required а little inspiration — 
and not just from other coin-ops. "1 
remember playing Asteroids before. 
l ever started working at Gottlieb,” 
says Jeff. "It was my first "favourite. 
videogame’. But | think Kan has said 
that the impetus behind Mad Planets 
was the laws of physics – gravity, 
acceleration, action and reaction." 

eff is rather humble when we 
point out what a good job 
he did depicting the various 
planets and their rotating 

moons. "It was just basic animation 
principles and modelling skills... an 
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interesting challenge with 
only 16 colours," he says. “I 

had previously done cel animation. 
and one job was of a spinning Earth. 
I got a globe and sketched out a 
pencil test, figuring out how many 
frames | needed for the allotted 
time... so this was a familiar type 
of assignment, except we didn't 
have frame rates, only constraints of 
memory and how many foreground 
sprites were available.” Mad Planets 
used a fairly unique control system 
comprised of a spinner coupled 
with a joystick. The spinner allowed 
players to independently rotate the 
direction their ship was pointing, 
Asteroids-style, while controlling 
its lateral and vertical movement 

9921 
‘Arcade Stage 32 realy pushes the 

arcade hardvar to its, with 
мб consequences 

“The whole game was written 
in the 8086 assembler in 24KB,” 
says Кап. “The background star 
animation was table-driven. The 
table was pre-computed on my 
home computer in BASIC. The 
twinkling effect was achieved 
Бу occasionally substituting the 
coloured pixels with a blank 
character during the game cycle.” 
Kan's program pushed the arcade 
hardware to its limits, particularly as 

the game progressed 
and threw increasingly 
complex attack waves 
at the player. “The CPU 
for Mad Planets was 
a lot busier under the 
hood than Q*bert’s,” 

DEVELOPER he reveals. “Every drop 
HIGHLIGHTS of machine cycle was 

treated as a precious 
with the joystick. This REACTOR resource, The motions 
meant creating a series | SYSTEM: ARCADE of planets, moons and 
of sprite animations. YEAR: 1982 7 comets were not linear, 
for the rotating shipas Q*BERT истико and the program had to 
it moved through 360 SYSTEM: ARCADE compute the positions 
degrees, something Jeff YEAR: 1982. 
solved in a very practical EXTERMINATOR 

SYSTEM: ARCADE way. “I remember 
making a model and 
taking Polaroid photos to 
"rotoscope' the ship's positions onto 
graph paper and then into pixels 
for the spinning effect,” he says. "I 
had to photograph the model at the 
desired stages and at proper scale, 
then trace with paper and pencil 
over the photos. | then transferred 
the shapes into a graphic utility for 
designing the sprites.” 

YEAR: 1989 

of all moving objects 
on the screen in the 
busiest round (Round 32 
with five planets with 
25 moons, ten bullets, 

200 stars, a comet and an erratic 
astronaut plus the ship)." 

As Kan mentions, the movement 
of the attacking planets was 
not random, but governed by а 
complicated mathematical formula 
based on the real-life laws of 

physics. "There w$ a ‘rubber-band’ 
effect between thd planets and the. 
starship, relative tb the distance 
between them, a/concept known 
as Hooke's Law/f ће explains. "The 
further from thé ship, the stronger 
the attraction 18. Therefore, when 
you finish the very last moon that 
belongs to a planet that happens 
to be at the farthest corner of the 
screen, the planet comes straight 
at you at a surprising speed. | also 
wanted to make sure the game 
played fairly. For example, when 
the starship was on the right-hand 
side of the screen, a comet would 
always appear from the left-hand 
(opposite) side. The only thing | 
hated was the fact the Mad Planets 
‘universe’ had ‘edges’ that bounced 
the planets even when it was red hot 
mad and fast.” 

“After we had the basic 
game, we spent 
weeks and months 
tweaking the 
parameters,” Kan 
continues. “Mad Planets 
was written in such а way 
that plugging a few numbers 
into a master game control table 
changed the whole game dynamics. 
Until I played the game a lot, I did 
not know that you could ‘swing’ 
а planet by wiggling the ship and 
letting the planet orbit around you 
without hitting you. The comet was 
invented to kill a play trick like that 
A lot of things in the game were 
not by design but a consequence 

artwork by Jott Loe 

of formulas we chose. But the 
parameters we later plugged in 
were very carefully tweaked with 
hundreds of hours of playing. 
We kept saying it was fun but 
something was missing... Then, in 
the last month, the astronauts were 
added. Without them, there was no 
Mad Planets." 

he astronauts floating 
around the screen are 
a good source of bonus 
points and potential extra 

lives, and form the basis of a special 
‘astronaut rescue’ stage that occurs 
every few rounds. “In retrospect, the 
grouping of three or four rounds as 
a wave and the bonus period at the 

end of the group made 
а nice rhythm to the 
play. | think the helpless 
astronauts floating 
away from you at the 
perfect relative speed 
had a healthy dose 
of frustration. Some 
of those are pure 
accident. Someone 

ıs» Arcade] Destroy al planets a wave before they 
row егез you a Perfect Found Bonus. 

4 

PERFECT MOUND! 
bonus 

4000 points 

remarked that Mad Planets had зо 
much randomness in it. And, no two 
games were quite the same...” 

"One thing that people should give 
credit is the sound effects," adds 
Kan. "Dave Thiel was responsible. 
for the great sounds in Mad Planets. 
Listen to the comet sound, the. 
harmonious Perfect Round fanfare, 
and the sound of your starship 
disintegrating, which is probably one 
of the best crushing sounds. These 
sounds were not recorded from real 
life; they were all synthesized from 
scratch.” The final notable aspect of 
Mad Planets is the distinctive cabinet 
artwork, with its striking orange logo 
‘emblazoned across and below the 

66 In the last month, the 
astronauts were added. Without 

them, there was no Mad Planets 72 
Kan Yabumoto recalls the final piece of the jigsaw 
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Е MAKING OF: MAD PLANETS 

ıs Arcade) The comets wor о last-tcule sdáton to stop 
yes taking advartage of on screen sate spots 

control panel. "The cabinet art was 
produced by Terry Doerzaph, with a 
lot of direction from Richard Tracy, 
our boss,” says Jeff. "I did produce 
a prototype control panel which was 
screened onto Mylar, and elements. 
were incorporated into the manual 
cover art." 

Despite being such a striking and 
finely tuned game, Mad Planets was 
never going to eclipse its stablemate 
in the arcades. “Q*Bert was probably 
the only game from the Gottlieb/ 
Mylstar company that had received 
a fair recognition in the market," 
says Kan regretfully. "Unfortunately, 
Gottlieb had extremely weak sales. 
апа marketing resources and our 
deserving products went nowhere." 
Although Kan harbours a sense of 
disappointment about the coin-op's 
limited distribution, Jeff still displays 
a degree of satisfaction about the 
game. “Well... along with Q*Bert, 
Mad Planets is included in 1001 
Video Games To Play Before You 
Die,” he points out "They are the 
only two Gottlieb games that make 
that list. Mad Planets lacked a ‘cute’ 
hook, but it's a raucous shootem- 
up, a totally different animal with 
some slightly bizarre touches, and 
a tough game, too. The game got 
positive reviews back in the day, 
but there were plenty of alien 
and space shooting games as 
competition. | am gratified if there 
is a ‘cult’ fan base.” %# 

Thanks to Kan Yabumoto, Jeff Lee, 
Simon Nicol and Bill Johnston at 

www.chompingquarters.com 
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New games that wish they were old 

Retro 
nspired 

GARR 
THE VIKING 

Built upon the ideals of the classic side-scrolling 
beat-'em-ups ev the 8- and 16-bit eras, Volgarr The Viking 

brings a very retro feel to a modern audience 
5 DEVELOPER: CRAZY VIKING STUDIOS = SYSTEM: 

olgarr The Viking is tough. Really 
tough. Though its core mechanics 
don't take much to learn — really 
all you'll be pressing is Z and/or 

- it's designed in such a way that 
you'll need repeated attempts before you properly 
understand how to overcome a situation. "The 
whole project started with this question," poses 
one of Volgarr’s two developers Taron Millet: “Why 
is Super Ghouls N' Ghosts the only game we have 
ever seen that uses its unique jumping mechanic, 
where you have fixed jump arcs but a momentum. 
cancelling second jump? There was just so much 
cool stuff that could be done with that!” 

The crux of Volgarr revolves around this 
particular mechanic, but takes much more of its 
inspiration's flavour, too. The clever undressing 
system - whereby the more damage you take, 
the more naked your hero becomes - is also 
implemented into Volgarr. As you explore you'll 
find chests, and within those you'll find staged 
upgrades; survive without taking a hit for longer 
and you'll earn a sturdier shield, greater armour 
or even a flaming sword. Combine this with a 
variety of enemies with simple attack patterns in 
increasingly challenging situations and you're left 
with a game designed to get you coming back to 
perfect your playthrough in spite of the challenge it 
sets. Despite that, it was never the plan – simply а 
happy accident, of sorts. "We didn't start out with 
difficulty as necessarily being the primary goal," 

"THE TEAM ON VOLGARR 

says Taron, “but our inspirations were known as 
difficult games, so it seemed natural. Beyond that 
we just find it frustrating how many games are 
designed more like movies than games - intending 
for everyone to get through it eventually, and 
trying to minimise replaying a section because that 
messes with the narrative.” 

Finding that perfect balance was the hardest part 
of the game's development. "There's not too much 
about it that's really technical," claims Kristofor 
Durrschmidt. "There's no special techniques 
that were used or anything.” The reason Voigarr 
manages to recall its retro roots, says Kris, is due 
to the “countless hours researching, testing, and 
tweaking”. According to Kris, his co-developer 
Taron "must have adjusted Volgarr's gravity and 
initial jump velocities a hundred times before we 
even built any real levels. Taron spent a whole 
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= GENRE: ACTION 

INFLUENCES 

SUPER GHOULS № GHOSTS 
ZELDA It: THE ADVENTURE OF LINK 

MAGIC SWORD 
ALTERED BEAST 
CASTLEVANIA 
STAR FOX 64 

day just watching the ghosts in the second level 
f Super Ghouls № Ghosts, trying to figure out 
exactly how their movement pattern worked. He 
'even reprogrammed how characters stand on the 
edge of ledges multiple times." 

Retro side-scrolling beat“em-ups have had 
something of a resurgence thanks to PC digital 
distribution, but it's this kind of dedication that 
makes Volgarr The Viking truly stand out from its 
peers. The perfection of the mechanics means that 
even when everything is being thrown your way, 
it never quite feels like you're being overwhelmed 
unfairly. Much like the side-scrolling beat-'em-ups 
that inspired so many of Volgarr's mechanics, the 
reliance on player skill is always at the forefront - a 
factor that has we to many gamers aiming for that 
perfect ICC run. 

THE VIHING 

RETRO Ins ATIONS: UOLQRRR THE UIHING 

"PCI The enemy atack paterns are rtentonaly simple and 
‘easy err th charge cong trom unique tran 

ССМ spent a whole day just watching the 
ghosts in the second level of Super Ghouls N' 
Ghosts trying to figure out exactly how their 

movement pattern worked 77 
Co-developer Kristoler Durrschmidt reveals the team's attention to detail 
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Like anit forgot to B Dorit be ocedby the rve oniy just recently епо actualy had 3 
back Volgarr The Viking on | preterm conem UNA ЕКСЕ dee а "h pet. 

Kickstarter. t wasn't that | di 
the idea ol i| just forgot. Don't make 
the same mistake as те and download allowing you to really appreciate the there's no denying that t's a very sick 
this classy brawler enmediately. dever stage design looking game. Here's hoping it hits PS Vita. 

- | ” 

Volgarris a brutally tough game. Its 
certainly challenging but never unfair, 

it arriving on Xbox One's Gold Service. 
It's a litle too dificult for me, but 

Volgarr The Viking yet but its neat 
sprite design and clever clothing 
system has certainty caught my eye, 
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INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
FOR 

NUTTING INDUSTRIES 

NUTTING 
DUSTRIES 

When you think of the pioneers of the modern coin-op industry or the game 
console business, names like Bushnell and Baer come to mind along with 

companies like Atari or Magnavox. As Marty Goldberg shows, the last name 
Nutting deserves a similar level of reverence 

hile most talk of the early 
video arcade industry usually 
centres around Nolan 
Bushnell and Atan, there's 
another individual whose 
firms and their contributions 

10 both video arcade games and the coin-operated 
amusements industry overall are arguably equally as 
important. Nutting Industries (NI), Miwaukee Coin 
Industries (MCI) and Dave Nutting Associates (DNA) 
were a succession of companies spanning a 17-year 
period of innovation, resulting in products that either 
redefined the way things were or led the way in 
showing how things were moving to become. All three 
were also created by the venerable David Nutting. 

The story begins in 1966 when David wes working 
at Brooks Stevens Design Associates, a product design 
firm with experience in every industry. Seriously, 
every industry. By this time Brooks Stevens had 
designed everything from the original Oscar Meyer 
Wienermobile to logos and packaging for Miller 
Brewing to the very first SUV, the Jeep Wagoneer, 
which David had assisted on as wel. It was around this 
time in 1966 that David got a call from his brother, Bill 
Nutting. "Bil gave me a call and told me about his idea 
and asked me if | would be interested in repackaging 

his teaching machine into à coin-operated game,” says 

David. That idea was a plan to get both brothers into 
the coin-op industry, an industry they knew nothing 
about, with a new ‘game’ based on a product Bill 

had been an investor in. That product, a teaching 
machine for the US Navy, was designed to test 
students by using а filmstnp projected onto a screen 
10 ask multiple-choice questions. Students would then 

answer by pushing А, B, C, D or E buttons. During 
one of their meetings, one of the other investors 
jokingly suggested, "Why not put a coin slot on th 
quiz machine and make it an entertainment device?” 
So now here was Bil asking if he could leverage. 
David's design and engineering background to do that 
very thing. "| want you to help repackage my group's 
multiple-choice teaching machine into a coin-operated 
quiz game,” came the cal to his brother David in 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, setting up the same successful 
start-up formula mirrored later by Bushnell/Dabney and 
Jobs/Worniak; the visionary and the doer. 

As David recalls, "Bill was learning that coin- 

operated equipment was sold through distributors 
located n the major cities. Bil flew out to Milwaukee 
where we spent several days putting together a plan. 
At the same time, Bil visited distributors in Chicago, 
Detroit and New York, learning more about the 

FROM THE ARCHIVES: NUTTING INDUSTRIES 

„о. TI Medway’ Gunfight 1575), Tha Fst videogame vi 
a mvcroprocessor thanks to Dave Мита Associates 

NUTTING INDUSTRIES LTD 
3404 NORTH HOLTON STREET MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53212 

TTING INDUSTRIES LTD 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53212 RE e d 
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FIG.2 

Ра. 3] Ова Nutting working at the 
drawing board in 72 at MCI 

1Р8. 21 The originai headquarters for 
‘companies at 3404 N Hatton бінен n 
appeared 1972 whan it was known as MCI. 

business. My expertise was design and engineering 
and Bill's was in marketing. So our verbal arrangement 
at that time was that | would design and engineer the 
final product and Bill would be the marketing and sales. 
| had a good friend who was an electronic engineer 
with Cutler Hammer. Harold [Montgomery] designed 
all the circuitry and | designed the cabinetry and 
electromechanical devices Ike the project 

The arrangement worked fine as the prototype was 
developed and tested successfully; that is until another 
relationship – one that usually takes a toll іп any start 
мр = took precedence. Bill's wife Claire decided she 
didn't ike the arrangement and played the divorce card, 
threatening to become another notch in a staggering 
statistic. Silicon Valley has the highest divorce rate in 
California, and Calfornia itself is 20% above the rest 
of the nation. Bil didn’t want to become part of the 
statistic, so he caled David and said he was going 
to manufacture the game in Califomia and that David 
should shut down his operation, The news wasn't 
what David wanted to hear, but it was also obvious 
to David that the current working relationship he had 
with his brother wasn't going to work. He had already 
sunk way too much money into the operation to stop. 
So the brothers went their own ways and started 
their own companies to market the same game. Bill 
under Nutting Associates, would be marketing it as 
Computer Quiz and Dave, under Nutting Industries, 
would be marketing it as IQ Computer. Setting up 
а manufacturing location at 3404 N Holton St in 
Milwaukee and hiring Eugene Wagner for marketing, 
David's game became an instant success (as did 
brother Bill's), though for a reason neither of them 
initially knew about. 

he US coin-operated industry was in the 
midst of a long battle against the stigma of 
gambling and organised crime; something 
it would not shed until the 19705 when 

videogames took over the industry. New York State 
even had a ban on pinball games that lasted for over 30 
years, treating them no differently than slot machines 
or other gambling devices. By the late 1960s, the 
industry had organised under the Music Operators of 
America (MOA). The МОАз existence owes itself 
to the age-old battle against the US music industry 
that Steve Jobs more recently fought in the format 
of digital rights management (DRM) and "renting 
of digital music. That being the music industry has 
consistently tried to squeeze every nickel and dime 
out of people's enjoyment of music that they could. 
The MOA was started in 1948 by a group of influential 
jukebox distributors and operators to fight against the 
repeal of the jukebox royalty exemption. It eventually 
grew to become a powerful organisation representing 
the entire spectrum of coin-operated devices, including 
electromechanical, pinball, pool tables, jukeboxes and 
vending mac! 

At the time of the release of Computer Quiz and 
10 Computer, the МОА had been working hard to 
fight the typecasting of coin-operated machines, 
specifically pinball – a stigma that had severely 
limited the number of locations operators could place 
machines. For instance in Los Angeles, California, 
about six hours south of where Bil was living, pinball 
machines were banned until the mid 1970s. The 
Nutting brothers’ games proved to be the right tool at 
the right time as operators used the machines to work 
their way into new locations. Both games could go 
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‘everywhere because of their perceived edutainment 
value. Operators would get into a location with the 
game, establish a relationship and then slowly bring 
pinbals, pool tables and vending. In a lesson learned 
by both Nuttings and later leveraged by Nolan Bushnell 
with his creation of the fake competitor Kee Games, 
the fact that there were two manufacturers of ‘Quiz’ 
games also awoke the marketplace and opened up 
more operators and locations. іп the amusement 
industry at that time, a great manufacturing run for a 
machine lke a pinball was somewhere around 1,000 to 
1,500. Computer Quiz had a run of 4,200 units and IQ 
Computer had a run of 3,600. 

Over the next several years, David and Nutting 
Industries continued on the edutainment arcade game 
path using the same filmstrip technology, starting with 
а two-player version of IO Computer caled Dual IO 
Computer and then various quiz replacement pac 
as well as another version of the unit, called Golf IQ. 
David also looked to diversify by hooking up with 
а manufacturer and distributor in London, England, 
creating a subsidiary to market non-coin-operated 
versions to educational institutions as Modec Inc, and 
Бу expanding into food service vending machines 
ма some patents that Harold's father owned. It was 
the game offerings that needed to grow, however, 

Y 

+ 

+ [Fig S| The manual for Nuting Industries IQ Computer Together wth ts tin Computer 
iar by Nutting Associates, е 
opened up locations former 
Closed 1o arcade games thanks 
{other seedy reputation over 
the preceding Gocodos. 

"| wanted to be the industry 
leader and develop the 
first microprocessor pinball” 
DAVID NUTTING ON OBTAINING INTEL'S FIRST MICROPROCESSOR DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 

WHERE ARE 
THEY NOW? 

David Nutting 
Retired and ving n Arizona, in 1984 D. 
had moved to Colorado to study quantum 

author of wo boc 
guage of Nature - 

Quantum Werid Revealed and the 2012 
the 2005 release 

Secrets to a Creative Mind: Become the 
Master of Your Mind. 

Jamie Fenton 
ame now ives in Sunnyvale, Сайотіа. 

ending the last 30 years working for a 
ol game, graphic and software 

rently works for 

After creating the follow-up to Berzerk 
called Frenzyfor Stern Electronics, Alan 
also went on to do Winter Games and 
Sub Battle for Epyx. but has chiefly spent 
the last 30 years as a software developer 
writing apps across a plethora of platforms 
as aconsultant. 

and in 1969 they introduced The Puzzler designed 
by that same London firm. Ward Marty Johnson 
would replace Eugene as marketing head by the end 
of 1969, just as they were working on their most 
ambitious project. Initially titled ‘Leisure Time Coin 
Game’, by the time of its unveling in October 1970 it 
was renamed Sensorama The first arcade game to 
feature a professional sports tie-in, it was designed for 
placement at bowling alleys and featured 13 audiovisual 
bowling lessons given by pro bowler Dick Ritger. 

By 1970, though, it was clear that these educational 
arcade games were running their course, and with 
electromechanical (EM) arcade games already being 
dominated by the likes of Bally, Midway, Chicago 
Coin, Wiliams and Sega, a new format was needed 
Brother Bill Nutting and his Nutting Associates got 
ther new format in the form of video-display-driven 
arcade games when Nolan Bushnell had called up Bill's 
sales manager David Ralstin out of the blue. David 
was certainly open to the same synergy between 
new technology and games happening, and went so 
far as to place ads in local newspapers looking for 
people to submit ideas. However, overall he wanted to 
‘expand the projection technology into fully projected 
games based far away from the realm of quizzes. 
Looking to create a unique first-person experience with 
WWI airplane dogfights, in 1970 ће began work on 
what would be the last game released under Nutting 
Industries, Red Baron. Using а pre-rendered animated 

film that functioned by jum to different animations, 
much in the same way LaserDisc games like Dragon's 
Lair would some 12 years later, the player was given 
the sense of flying a WWI biplane into aerial combat. 
it was accompanied by recordings of actual machine- 
gun fire and plane engines along with haptic feedback 
in the form of the controls vibrating every time the 
plane's gun was fired. Unfortunately, Nutting Industries. 
ran into bad financial problems afterwards, forcing 
David shut it down and start over. 

It was in the exact same location, and with some 
of the same people, but on paper Milwaukee Coin 

FIG.7 

+ Fg. 71 The processor card for the Ficker nbad machine that David and Jet ret 
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FIG.6 

‘IF. 6) A speci con David Nurang had 
etd to дме out ot the Muse Operators 
of America (MOA) show 1968- th 
man con op show n America. 



FIG.8 

Industries (MCI) was a brand new company. MCI 
was carrying on where NI had left off and producing 
film-driven war-themed arcade games like Blue Max, 
Desert Fox, U-Boat and Flying Ace. However, it was 
the direction that David and the MCI board wanted to 
take in 1972 that really set MCI apart from other coin- 
ор companies. Frms at the time sold to distributors 
and what are called operators, the people who actually 
tun the machine on location. At the time, most 
locations were usually arcades, bars and bowling aleys, 
Coin-op companies might put their own machines out 
at these locations for testing during development, but 
they never actually owned the locations. 

One of MCI's customers gave it the idea to change 
all that. During the 1960s, Jules Milman and his 

wipe out the negative image of arcades by designing 
a new breed that were to be placed at the then new 
хопсер! of mega shopping centres in the Chicago 

area, more commonly known as shopping m 
Called Carousel Time, these family-friendly locations 
with carpeting and a ban on smoking and eating on 
the premises were far different then their seedy penny 
arcade counterparts. The success of Carousel Time 
led the MCI board to decide it should look into running 
its own mal-based locations featuring MCI games. 
Based on the successful Red Baron game (which had 
spawned the recent Super Red Baron follow-up by 
MCI), the first Red Baron Amusement Center debuted 
in the Miwaukee area Mayfair mall in 1972. Within the 

r they had grown to about s 
Midwest. Nolan Bushnell also tried to duplicate the 
idea in 1973 with Atari's own mal-based arcades in the 
San Francisco Bay Area, such as at Bay Fair Mall, but it 
never quite caught on (at least not until he combined 

pany American Amusements Inc had soug 

even locations in the 

David Nutting partner Bally did manage to succeed 
with its own in 1974... by purchasing American 
Amusements and rebranding it as the (more recently) 
well-known Aladdin's Caste. 

ith the success of the locations and 
the EM arcade game market starting 
to shrink during 1974, the МС! board 
wanted to concentrate its resources 

оп the Red Baron locations. David, meanwhile, wanted 
to investigate the new form of electronics called 
microprocessors. The gateway into this futuristic world 
arrived via an intel rep who had stopped by MCI to 
extol the virtues of the firm's soon-to-be-released 
4040 4-bit microprocessor. He took new hire Jeff. 
Frederiksen, who had experience programming a 
Burroughs mainframe computer, down to an Intel 
seminar in Chicago. "| wanted to be the industry 
leader and develop the first microprocessor pinball 
1 convinced them to sell us one of the first 
microprocessor development systems,” says David 

Developed under a consulting contract with 
Bally, the pinball project also led to the creation 
of the final Nutting company in this article, Dave 
Nutting Associates. David formed DNA, a game 
engineering firm, as а partnership between him and 
Jeff Frederiksen in the early summer of 1974. On 
20 August, Bally in tur icker pinball 
machines (a game yet to be released) to retrofit 
into solid-state microprocessor-based prototypes as 
proofs-of-concept. Completed by September, the new 
system was demoed to Bally management at the end 
of the month and over the next several years became 
the blueprint for the burgeoning microprocessor-based 
pinball industry, whose machines were distinguished 

ıt them two 

It was right around this time that the duo pursued 
their greatest accomplishment, however. The Inte 
8080 had been released that past April, and according 
10 David, "As soon as we were able 10 acquire 
the 8080 processor we developed our videogame 
hardware based on a mass RAM system. For every 
ві on the screen we had a dot in memory, givi 

us ful control of the entire screen." What David is 
describing is the frame-butfer-based process now used 
by every videogame coin-op and console known to 
man: bitmapped graphics. Already in use іп high-end 
graphics research computers at the time, David and 
Jett were the first to see its potential in videogames 
Video arcade games and home consoles in that period 
were manually generating hardware-based sprites 

once (called ‘stamps’ in coin-op ir 
mscroprocessor-based games became more common. 

So the process they introduced was truly far ahead of 

its time, enough so they knew they'd need to look for 
some programmers to hire for future projects 

Jeff had been attending UW-Miwaukee at the 
time he joined MCI and studying under Richard 
Northouse, a professor in the School of Engineering 
апа Computing. Арргоасћед for some students 
skilled in programming, Richard contracted out two: 
Tom McHugh and Jamie Fenton. Recalls Jamie, “I 
entered the game business a little reluctantly. All 

the tales about Bally being part of the Mafia et 
Since | was in Milwaukee, | did not know about the 
Chicago scene. For a few weeks we worked for 
Richard and were later hired on directly to DNA. My 

first assignment was ‘Mirco Pin’. Mirco was a pinball 
огпрапу that Jeff and David pursued a relationship 

with independently of Bally. It was like the Bally Fireball 

but had more going on. After that I got to work 

ustry speak), e 

FROM THE 

that really impressed David. | remember the place 
[where DNA was located] vividly. It was a commercial 
space shared with the Red Baron arcade game chain, 
and there were a lot of games to play with. You just 
wandered around with an extension cord. 

According to David, the first game they started 
for Bally subsidiary Midway on their new hardware 
was a baseball game (eventually released as Tornado 
Baseball, but it would be Tom McHugh's project 
that would hit the market first for Bally in November 
1975: Gun Fight, Midway's licensed version of 
Taito's Western Gun. In a process similar to what 
they had done for the Flicker pinball machine, the 
game was gutted and retrofitted with the bitmapped 
microprocessorebased system they had designed 
With Gun Fight, the video coin-op industry had just 
met its future. And as Dave further notes, it wasn't 
the only industry to be affected. "Our system used 
a frame buffer of RAM that would write to the CRT. 
RAM in 1975/76 was in short supply. In order to get 
а good price on RAM, Midway had to commit over 
three milion dollars on their first release. This order 
consumed over half of all RAM in production in the 
world at that time, causing great shortages to other 
industries." Also according to David, Taito tumed 
around and copied their 8080-based hardware for its 
game Space Invaders. 

From there, the now ‘Sea Wolf (by Tom) an 
the racing 280-Zzzap (by Jamie) games followed, along 
with the previously mentioned Tornado Baseball The 
string of hits led Bally to buy out DNA outright, and the 
group moved down to Chicago to essentially become 
Baly/Midway's research and design wing in the same 
way that Cyan was for Atari. It was folowed later in the 
year by the start of the design of Bally's simultaneous 

ias 
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develop дате 
узлет (at that tme owne 
named the B: 
xaffedb 
DNA who had originally been pro: 

they had dane on 
afform. In an example of t 

with pizza to create Chuck E Cheese). However, future Бу their glowing LED score displays. E a blackjack game on the videogame hardware ar entry in to the new home computer and programmable |. + IF. 9l Jamie Fenton's vdeo coin-op development station 
round the ита ol her games GORF and Rly Roto 

DEFINING GAMES “This order consumed over half of 
all RAM in production in the world paren pe 
at that time” 
DAVID NUTTING REVEALS HOW GUN FIGHT'S PRODUCTION CAUSED А GLOBAL RAM SHORTAGE 

y that time (consi 

FIG.10 

console markets: The Baly Home Library Comput 
Created as a ful-colour bitmapped personal computer 
and gaming console (the first bitmapped frame- 
buffered console, in fact) that could also be leverac 
in new coin-op designs, it saw a mailorder-only 
release in September 1977, with wide release in 1978 
as the Bally Professional Arcade. More hits followed for 
DNA, most notably Wizard Of Wor and Jamie's smash 

me СОВЕ However, the video coin-op industry 
went through a crash starting in '82, causing many 
firms to either downsize or leave all together. Sadly, 
DNA didn't survive and was shut down by Bally in early 
1984. Interestingly though, this was just as Bally was 
acquiring the game firm Sente (founded by several ex- 
‘Atari coin-op engineers and helmed by none other than 
Nolan Bushnell, which would serve the very same 
purpose as DNA over the next four years. Ж 

ged 
Wizard Of Wor 1981 

Gun Fight 1975 David Nutting and Bob Ogdon's game 
Released by Bally subsidiary Midway GORF 1981 

q twas ongrally tled Western ll { Jamie Fenton's dassie shoot-em-up Boot Hill was programme where Sigourney Weaver s tracking 
McNei who later dd ће. | features several games in one, along GunandreleasedbyTatoinJapan. | Midway's earlier electr the escaped aben via а small monitor. 

+ [Fi 11] The back othe microprocessor driven 
Ficker рабай machne's backgass shoving the 
modificatons Јен ard Dav made to support LED- 
based scaring he frst of te nd] 

DNA tured itinto amicroprocessor- | games Sea Rader and Sea. classic Berzerk to thesis. We used 
controlled arcade videogarn advanced sound effects o cont A s p- sometimes f taunting as GORE the 
introduong software coding to the person environ it] would vocalise using garbage атом bs vw) lain 
industry. According to David Nutting 
ts release caused a RAM shortage f the mast popular games oft 

cowboy and his gun. it also feature 
in the mid.1970s and itremained one} colourful western backdrop that the — memory and it sounded like people ard "When we put a 

projected onto via areflectve | speaking n tongues” With levels that at gotus 
in other industries. I's also the ist ' period until Midway releasedTaito's _ ! glass technique commoningames | inckided licensed versions of Namco's of who, exactly, was 
game a } Space imvaders 1978. That same ol the period Besides e Galaxians and Taito's Space hvaders 

replay. t also added a dea alone is why there are not. dio бър 
song and burial of the player on th mary GORF ports out there, according | of the дате: explained co-designer 

со year, the sequel Sea Woif was also 
high-end graphic 
at universities and wth side-by-side peris 

leased, allowing two-player acton 
Special thanks to Keith Smith. infamous Boot Hil Bob Ogdon to Armee Katz in 1982 (Ға. 10] DNA developed this hybrid game console and computer system in 1976 rs 

111977 t was ater renamed the Bally Professional Arcade and then Astrocade 
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REVIEWS: ТОРВОН TURBOS RE IRORA TED 

Micro, i Micro Micro 
Machines 2: D Machines V3 Machines V4 >> Our latest 

issue looks at Turbo This was the very fi The last M 
the spiritual Toumament Tournament 96 Another Mega С Micro Machines gar Machines game 

he sequi red is Mega Drive to be portrayed in 3D had an emphasis с successor e shostofnewvehicle exclusive is the bestin 5 and it was huge ıo  colecting, with 750 to Micro b 5 each handling the series, In addition IE E ith 48 course 'ehicles to find and 
Machines, жету ently. It als to new and updated ( 32 vehicles and а trade. It also included 
takes to the 
skies with the 
remastered 
Wings and 
discovers if 
Halo is still the 
definitive first- 
person shooter 

and miniature theme. __introc a leagui tracks it also features a silly number of military vehicles, but 
Its success led to ports mode while the Mega а superb constructio: suffers from havir power-ups 
for other console Drive cartridge ha kit, meaning lots of ating time lim ing mis: 
and computer four-player support ely longev and balance issues plasma guns. 

+ IPC] The mashing hammer makes a ret es you tying to 
‘opportunity to play online, the local supply of water 
multiplayer does a very good job of 
‘emulating the thrills and spils of the 
orignal games. There are a number 
of us ful options on offer and the 
point system used is classic Micro 
Machines, right down to the bouncing Í X | urbos CAN CODEMASTERS RECAPTURE 

THE MAGIC OF MICRO MACHINES? 

nuum 4 
the victorious car makes. In fact, the 
only real downside is the inclusion having a variety of shortcuts to exploit 

Micro Machines precise controls that made the салу 2D of the aforementioned mines, which It's something of a pity then that the 
remains one of the games so much fun to play, or even the takes a great deal of skill away from an | actual aesthetics of Toybox Turbos are 

4% | greatest party games sold handling of Mashed Otherwise very balanced mode. Here's surprisingly lacklustre. While it captures 
of all time, so it's a Whie the handing isn't as tight as hoping а patch comes out to make tan _ the chaotic colours of the earlier games, 

» ALSO AVAILABLE ON: PS brave, or perhaps the earlier games, Codemasters has 
о included а variety of gan 

option instead of being compulsory textures are surprisingly 
Like the multiplayer, the t 

gly, giving it a 
t's the foolhardy, developer that t somewhat cheap арреага » RELEASED: OUT NOW 

засе improve on it. Code obviously — keep the gameplay fresh a iting. gn is also of a very hig racing that matters, though, and while 
2 feeling brave, as it's decided to reboot ic is your bog-standard four player with a variety of stages it's far from perfect, there's stil plenty 

ocn Micro Machines — only this time without wit ns thrown in for good if they've been plucked ou of goodness here to justify the smal 
+ PICHS OF osea ЕА са GER meus ma ти ет уш ay rg ae шерге, ee са + ofca ЗА asking price. Ж 

THE MONTH SORE Tom the moment Toybox Turbos it а specific time target in three laps, racing across ruler-created chasms anc 
TERR loads up with its very famniliar-booking while Overtake has you trying 10 pass skimming across disk-filied sinks will In a nutshell 

logo. it's obvious that this is a new a set amount of other vehicles, again нс used tou instantly remind you of the franchises It lacks the super-tight controls 
Micro Machines game in all but in three laps. Countdown has you how veces Dar wary, glory days, while a number of int of Micro Machines, but the track 
name. The colourful tracks made from racing against an ever-decreasing clock, "1 SMPrisndly easy to cotec hazards – from food mixers to Bunsen design and fun multiplayer mode 

are present, there's a requiring you to pick up alarm clocks to burners — ensures that it's not just he will keep you coming back to it. 
edm ee ood М5, у Solid collection of toy vehicles to collect imer, while Escape has you other racers you need to worry about 
oer home ayes and the amazing multiplayer mode that e a wave of water for The track design is extremely good, ی 

DARRAN cess lor Codemasters, made the original games во much fun а specific distance, Elimin ee оп offer and for the mos with many of the 18 availabe tracks >> Score 72% 
РВ одита ота нта 10 play is al present and correct. Start ог the boss ba spit into se fairly balanced (aside from the га 
Af ncreditie saqualthat form of Micro Machines Miltary — playing Toybox Turbos, however, and based around a specific vehicle type. powerful hammer), Those looking for 2 + [РС] Some wil ros! 

and Micro last > : xa chatenge fut fa mines massivelyimproves on Мо Манеа тен YOu Start to realise that while th e One cup has you tearing around in fire a more pure racing experience wi ae 
the original, while feeling 
refreshingly old-school reieasod in 2006. is obviously very enjoyable, it lacks the ‘engines and ambulances next, be pleased to hear that weapons с; ‘extremly aggravating 

that made the earlier 20 titles taxis and ice-cream vans. Each group Бе turned off in multiple 
such a joy to play. handles differently to each other, shame that this option wasn't made 

This is most noticeable when you each vehicle costing а certain amount available in single-player mode. 
consider the fing of the many ly, cons Another particularly annoying issue is 
vehicles on offer. There's an impressive are awarded at the end of every stage е inclusion of mines on certain stage 

+ IPCI Whe the environments doa TANGE from which to choose, from ice and can be picked up in-game, meaning _ (and in multiplayer games). The fast 
cbofenciatngihe argna’s, — cream vans to roadsters and bulldozers, it shouldn't take too long to complete paced nature of the game means youre 
a but the handing is not as tight as we'd your garage. often on top of things before you have a 

'ertain modes also include а chance to react to them, which mal 
number of weapons, many of which them extrerr some 

od in later Micro Machines The real question that mar 
gam guns, mag how well the multiplayer 
and boosters are just а few of the tems holds up. While we didn't get much 

ә, Ш (е The controls often feel a ite floaty, 
meaning you don't always feel that you 

BE pave fil corti euer your ir. тісі 
are noticeably improved when різу 

- MEME With the D-pad, but it stil lacks the 

Wings: Remastered 
Edition 
Itwould hove been nice to 
‘see some new mechanics, 
butthisis stil greattun, 

ly unwel 

Mines, machine Бе asking 
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RE TROROUND-UP 
>> Every month we look at all the classics and latest releases that are available to buy or download 

» System: PC» Cost: E1799 » Buy it from: Online 

We were mightily impressed by 
Legend Of Grimrock back in 2012. tt 
not only captured the spirit of classic 
adventures like Eye Of The Beholder 
and Dungeon Master, but updated 
them, making it feel fresh and new. 
And this follow-up improves on the 
original in every possible way. 

The key difference is that youre now 
imprisoned on an island. While 
plenty of dungeon delving, the ex 
new environments realy add to the overall 
experience. The isi 
explored, and the nat 

ıs [PC] Why can wen 
Spiders whe 

» System: 305 
» Buy it for: £3999 
» Buy it from: 3DS eShop, Retail 

Series, but the new features also go à 
long way to re-engaging lapsed ones. 
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ЖРСН OF THE MONTH 

Legend Of Grimrock || 

acer tel eile Ruby 

The latest Pokémon adventure is а remake of the 
Buby and Sapphire versions that originally appeared 
on the Game Boy Advance, and the expected 
audiovisual upgrades are present and correct. But it 
isn't just the aesthetic that has been revitalised — for 
the fist time ever, you can sneak up on Pokémon. 
to identify their characteristics before batting them. 
This makes it a great deal easier to buid а balanced 
team and as you gain the abilty to share battle 
‘experience early on, it's easier to enjoy the series’ 
\racitonally deep battle system than it was in the. 
Game Boy days. Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire 
will undoubtedly appeal to die-hard fans of the 

92% 

Expansion also comes to the races and 
character classes, greatly improving on 
м available п the original. While 
there is only one new race, i's а good 

to Haffings, being small, dextrous 
individuals that are good with locks. It's 
the dasses that have been massively 
overhauled for this sequel, with the cast 
swelled by five for a total of eight. The 
alchemist, barbarian, battle mage, farmer 
and knight all pay differently from each 
other, allowing for far more variety on 
retum games. The farmer is a particularly 
interesting addition, as he ears 
experience from eating food instead of 
ling monsters. The battle mage is adept 

» IPC} Theresa variety of puzzles to 
Solve margat qute плу latar on 

«РС 
» Buy it for: £1299 
» Buy it from: Online 
After a successful Kickstarter, Cinemaware's Wings 
update is finally with us. At is core it's а shoot- 
'em-up, but one backed up by a superb, poignant 
story. Gameplay is divided into three sections: aerial 
‘combat, bombing runs and strafing runs. The aerial 
sections are the best as they often pit you against 
multiple enemies that get progressively tougher as 
you rise through the ranks, but the remaining two 
sections are diverting tme-wasters too. The lack 
of mission variety does let Wings down, but the 
strong story ensures you'll keep on playing. While 
the visuals and audio have been greatly improved, 
they stil lack posh. The original MIDI soundtrack is 
also included for added authenticity. А 
good update of a great game. 

Yd daggers, while. 

n create a variety of useful 

potons. The barbarian and knight both 
otter but have distinct handing 

The skil trees have also been revisited, 
alowing for more individualism between 
heroes, making your party far better 
equipped for dealing with t 
monsters thrown at you. Add 
mproved combat system that feature 
weapon-speotic attacks, and skirmishes 
become far more thought provoking. 
particularly when ing on the equivalent 

Wi 
Remastered Edition 

70» 

» Buy it for: £10.99 

» Buy it from: Xbox Live, Retail 
This is arguably the best HD remake we've 
‘ever seen. Halo: Combat Evolved remains an 
incredible shooter, while Halo 2 has been massively 
overhauled to celebrate its tenth anniversary land 
you can switch between both versions at will. Less 
attention has been paid to the newer games, but 
they all benefit from the move to 1080p and the 
new frame rate, which only occasionally dips when 
the action gets hectic. I's the sheer wealth of 
‘content that makes this collection such great value. 
The multiplayer options are rrind-bogging - its 
роѕэбе to play specfic playists of the best stages 
— while the presentation is faultless. What a pity 
then that connectivity problems online 
‘curently run a big part of the game. 

puzzles if an area is too tricky. As play 
S, you'l encounter occasional 

botterecks that can sometmes halt 
progress. It's a small quibble, though 
when such 
improvements 
have been made 
everywhere else. 
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8- and 16-bit 
coders consider 
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DO YOU HAVE A FLAG? 
all 'N' Flag is a simple game for 
the NES that was developed 
омега couple of days in BASIC 

and released in 2013. At 
level, the player: 

and, b 

impossible to rea 
stock 
to blast away the squares din 
surrounding their position as need 

dish. 
ed and runn 

il end the gar 
sfulyy dea 

indomly gene: 
ake its way to the 

timer expires. Each 

start of 
iroled ball is dumped. 

id arena and must 
ig before a 5 

creases the 

use they can somet 
placed in ways that make ti 

h, the player 

for every le 

ред into the screer 

be detonat 

доло 

64 

So far so simple and many readers 
who have previously dabbled with BASIC 

ynputers will possibly have 

if the funding is there, producing pl 
rirdges as well. The game can be 

downloaded in its current form via 
page behind Kikstart.eu/ball-flag-nes for 

inimum fee of five dollars and t 
links to a coug 

on home 

development of aces online wi 
ttle further to add things lke presentation еге is a free dow as well, meaning 
code and in-game sound. He'd also Ike that i's possible to try before buying. I 
lo pubish me's source code with be interesting to see how this game grows 
documentation — essentially producing NES owners fur 
а series of tutorials about writing BASIC 
mes on the NES - along with offering pyrotechnics for the bx 

5 tools used for download and, 

WU be i j 
game grows if 

purchases; we think it'd benefit f 
s, smoother 

7 Ever seen the Atari 2600 pretending 

А Another Dizzy Day is à t 
Я styled Windows or Mac outing for 

id adventurer 

з-9ттеск 

ugaeon 

MORE BRAIIINS 
We've already looked at t^ 

Zombi Terror 
graphical adventure 

Z ipectrum, but now K 
Factory's love 

ed on a 16K expande 
been rendered using the machine's text mode rather 
than relying on an expansion – so they're chunkier tha 
the 
the 

т and everything is black and white - but 
е fighting gameplay rem 

Head to Kikstart.eu/zombi-terror to find al 
v avalable f 

with ordering information for Z. 

the same. 

versions of wnload, along 

£3RUSD013242:: 0 

So to begin with, what led to 
Oricium being developed? 
{tall started as an experiment, 
really. | wondered if it would be 
possible to make a fast scrolling 
game on the Oric including, of 
course, masked sprites, lots of 
enemies and elements around, 
and some kind of parallax effect. 

The Oricis a bit limited 
in this area, as there are no 
hardware sprites, no video chip 
to help, the screen memory is 
hardwired - so no hardware 
double buffer of any kind – and 
there is certainly not enough 
CPU power. It seemed difficult 
and it was. 

There's also a puzzle element 
to the game. Was that always. 
in your design? 
Not really. At some point during 
the development | had most 

of the elements ready, but | 

knew | didn't want to make а 

direct port of Uridium. | wanted 

to mix elements from other 

classic games and I definitely 
didn't want to make it just ‘kill 
enemies or targets until the 
level is done’. Then the idea of 
the small puzzle came in, but 

1 can't remember if someone 
else suggested it. The only 
thing | had somewhat clear 
from the very early stages in the 
development is that | wanted to 

include references to growing 
up in the 1980s with the music. 
some enemies, level names etc. 

Orc] Nol seeing eye о eve 

Were there any particular 
high or low points 
during development? 
There are always low points, | 
guess. Mostly when you have 
something nearly working and 
what is left is to give shape to 
everything, testing. polishing 
and cutting out things so you 
end up with a final product. 

In hindsight, would you have. 
done anything differently? 
Not sure, | guess that the same 
system could have been used 
10 make a totally different game, 
and you are never sure if that 
would have been a better idea. 

You always end up regretting 
not having done this or that bit. 

differently or not being able to 
include some ide I would 

have loved to be 

— 

able to include some original 
music, but that is simply beyond 
my abilities, 

What kind of feedback 
have you received from 
Oric gamers? 
Always positive and 
encouraging. This is an 
incredible community that gets 
excited with new developments 
and always concentrates on 
the good points. | find myself 
many times asking for honest 
criticism, because it's the way 
to improve. And even criticism 
is always nice and constructive, 
зо | can only be grateful 

Finally, do you have any future 
plans our readers would be 
interested in? 
| will rest a bit and will ponder 
оп other projects and challenges 
that | might get involved in the 

future. | do these things just to 
leam and have fun, so wil keep 
on doing them as long as | am 
able to. There are many games 
Hove that could be a source 
for new ideas, and | already 
have some in mind. | think the 

next project will be disk-based 
again – as Pinforic, Space:1999 
and 1337 were – 10 broaden 

the possibilities. 
Thanks to Retro Gamer for 

the nice interview and keeping 
the retro gaming culture alive! 
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SECTOR: INVASION 
FORMAT: ZX SPECTRUM + DEVELOPER: DENIS GR DOWNLOAD: SECTOR-NVASION-SPEC » PRICE: FREE 

Sector: Invasion is unashamed single- 
Screen shooting action with a quick pace 
that feels a little like Jeff Minter's earlier 
titles such as Gridrunner or Laser Zone 
with just a hint of Hover Bovver. 
sector is Guttered with alien celk 

FORMAT: ZX SPECTRUM + DEVELOPER: ALESSANDRO GRUSSU 
DOWNLOAD: KKSTART.EU/COUSIN-HORACE-SPEC + PRICE: FREE 

Although he's always been a multi-platform character – 
having appeared on the Dragon 32, C64 and Psion Series 3 
- William Tang's creation Horace has over the years 
become something of a mascot for the Spectrum with his 
appearances in the three 1980s games being added to over 
the years by Bob Smith's conversion of Horace In The Mystic 
Woods and other recent titles like the Horace Miner series. 
But this time we're going to be concentrating on Hor 

arts with Cousin Horace 

carr ano RED HOT OVERDRIVE 
ad town of Sleepyvile, the FORMAT: WINDOWS » DEVELOPER: APRILS (0 JMREED » DOWNLOAD: KI URHO-WIN » PRICE: 

It’s time to take a shiny, high-performance car and hammer down the highway like 
it was a race track. Rad Hot A ve s a ove letter to Amiga driving games from the 1990 [2X Spectra He's. central comput заме 

to escape from thei keth s series or Jaguar X220, which was somehow created with the Adventure Gam: 
a Studio! It isn't just a blast dow! re are other vehicles to avoid, ре yners 

d static hazards induding the ос wandering sO S 
int which will damage the ~ Тен Lat: тв anm 

ough “un tely, the у stations which 
alone mies The 

felt that the shoot“e 
with its very resilient enemies - but 

e tmer doesn't s 
pacts and fi 

happens, so there's а balancing act 
the player an aocess code f пе car roedworthy and not runnin 

um to th between checkpoints. This ga 

xation and map ich t mage Windows] Where dd you get your icerce 
X Spictrum| Take tothe skies with Horace. 

RADIOACTIVE SHIT HAPPENS >. - 
Every month our very own Jason Kelk will be teachii hanı мА VELOPER NOSTY <: 
new rogremmig techniques: This month: more spri e See сес 

We've previously talked about 
reusing hardware sprites, but in 
simple ways ike Humanoid on the 

Atari 8-bit. This system is workable 
but means the recycled sprites are “оп 

and can't move very far vertically, 

These work by sorting in-game 
objects by their Y position, then 
assigning hardware sprites to 

them, so sprites constantly swap. 
between objects. This works well but 
needs a fast, robust sort; a bubble sort 

struggle if the ist is in reverse order 

Radioactive Shit Happens is а single-screen action game 
that was written over a two-day period. It sports a tried 
and tested alien invasion storyline but, while the aliens 
themselves are harmless and will even run away if touched, 
the glowing... erm, ‘messages’ they leave all over the screen 
are potentially deadly, slowly expanding until they reach 
a critical mass – at which point they will destroy part of 
the landscape. 

Eventually the area will become uninhabitable, but until 
then the player has to dash around, scaring off the aliens and 
collecting as many of their... deposits before detonation as 
possible. This is a primitive but still entertaining little action 
game that, apart from the explosive faecal matter, probably 
wouldn't have been out of place in the Atari 8-bit's catalogue 
30 years ago. It's just a pity there isn't on-screen 
scoring, because that would have increased he 4, 
longevity a little тоге h 

rai 
if they even have the option of doing so 
in the first place. 

The simple solution is to only 
recycle some of the hardware 
sprites so others can move freely, 

like Danger Zone does; this works, but 
a better option is a sorting multiplexer 

Another option is 
Eagle does: the two hardware 
sprites used for enemies have 

their X position spit on every sc 
from a table, to which objects write 
Drawing them in reverse order every 
second frame helps when they overlap. 

like the ones in Crush or Commando 
Arcade for 
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STAR LETTER 

COLLECTING BLUES 
HIRG, of it. It's an interesting dilemma as 
Ireally enjoyed your article on don't regret collecting, but as 90% of 
gaming obsessions. For over 20 my collection resides in an attic until I 
years I've been collecting Sonic get more space, | wonder if my hard 
The Hedgehog merchandise and вате money could've been better 
found joy п getting the games, CDs, spent elsewhere? 
comics etc. However, recently I've 
noticed fatigue towards the joy in. 
collecting Sonic items. It could be Hi Benji, we think the important 
that there's по end to merchandise, thing to remember about 

collections is the enjoyment you 
collectors’ habits and begun releasing — get out of them. We've all had 
multiple variations at increased castor regrets about buying things, 
simply because l'm nearing my thirties but as long as you're actually 
and finding terest in other areas, so — getting some satisfaction out of 
it's comforting to read that Im not the — your purchases it really shouldn't. 
only one to feel that way. Five years matter. Take your mind off it 
адо would've thought nothing on м a rather awesome Retro 
spending hundreds on a statue, but | Gamer eMag. 
now wonder what benefit | get out PS There are three to collect. 

that companies have picked up on 

history of Jak & Daxter, the Making Of 
(со ог the complete lowdown on the 
Me Prime trilogy’ 

Dear Retro Gamer, As a gamer in my thirties, | have 
Why don't the PS2, GameCube fond memories of these consoles and 
and Xbox get enough love in the 
magazine? They're all over ten years 
old and at least two generations old, 
so it seems strange that you don't 
cover them to any great extent 
Granted we'll get the odd Future 

would love to read more information 
about them in the magazine. | know 
that some people don't consider these 
consoles retro, but | do and feel my 
voce is just as important as everyone. 
else's. I'm not expecting you to 
swamp the magazine with coverage, 
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Bens a huge fan of Sonic. Does anyone have 
інгі specie memorabia? 

but it would be great to see the ода 
article every now and then. 
Kindest regards, 

Hi Chris, glad you're enjoying 
the magazine. We actually ran a 
making of Halo: Combat Evolved 
in our last issue, which you may 
have seen. We will look at covering 
these systems in the future, but 
the focus of the magazine will 
always be primarily on the 8-bit 
and 16-bit systems. 

Dear Retro Gamer, 
| just wanted to say how delighted | 
am to receive my Pikachu 
subscriber cover. As soor 
as | saw there was going to 
be a split-run | was hoping 
for the Pikac cover, as 

box 380] Worry not, Matthew до gto bea iong, 
ong ima bere we cover Gears OF War 

will of course look at doing similar 
subscription bonuses in the future. 

HiRetro Gamer, 
| nearly spat my tea out when | saw you 

о: Combat Evolved in 
сце. It was bad eno 

nat those pathetic and decidedly 
un-retro Pokémon were on the front 
cover, but your fawning over Halo wi 

pletely unacceptable 
nothing retro or special 

ut Halo: Combat Evolved. It 
console that no one car 

rubbish levels and is about as innovative 
ава hammer blow to the head. 
Consoles like the Xbox and GameCube 
have no place at allin a magazine like 
Retro Gamer it's bad enough that 
you cover 16-bit and 32-bit consoles, 
50 please don't start covering Xbox 
games. Whatever next? The complete 
history of Gears Of War? 
Yours in disbelief, 

overed Ha 

Sorry you didn't like the Halo 
feature, Matthew. Unfortunately, 
we're all getting older, and so too 
are the games we used to play. 
While Halo may not be retro to 

you, it will be to other readers 
and magazines need to appeal to 

everyone. Don't worry, 
though: there's not going 

Ф 10 be any Gears OF War 
FM coverage for a very long 

к! time indeed. 
hes my favourite Pokémon. E | 
Needless to say | was y 
realy pleased to get it. | 
realy hope you do similar 
subscriber promotions in 
thefu 

You can expect more enclume 
Subscription covers the tuture Glad you loved the 

cover, Ben. It's certainly been а 
controversial cover and there's been 
a lot of debate on the forum. We 

У dear RG, 
i recently read your excellent 
article about the Rampage 
franchise. | had fond 
memories of playing the 

‘Spectrum version back in the day, and 
eagerly flicked through the magazine for 
the usual conversion capers. Imagine 

Don't forget to follow us online for all the latest retro updates 

Е} RetroGamerUK в @RetroGamer_Mag 

Remakes 
This month our wa breaks have been spent 
discussing franchises we'd love to see updated 
Nick would ove anew Burning Rangers wi 
asynchronous gameplay while Darran за 
harping on about Panzer Dragoon Saga 2 Jon, 
on the other hand. lect that the ume ıs perfectio 
revisit Tony Hawk s Pro Skater 

e deerat мења Ve rial fra rat tira 
pest) 

‘Cybernoid No, Exalon No, 
Marauder: No, Uridium Firelord! 
Ohi don't know. 

я 
e Пи ا 
eec ا parera ocala tere 

PE gio ptus 

Сето he good old 
Spectrum love the muscwhen 
the games played ona 128K 
model Ks sak nny head from. 
thinking aboutit 

Has to be Paraxrod 90 for me, 
1 enjoyed this game immensely 
when Ivery frst got my Atari ST. 

БЫ ЫРЫ. 

Avalon for me. Dragontorc was 
probably the better game, but. 

CONTRCT US 

my disappointment when | realised 
that one wasn't included. Is there any 
reason why you chose not to include 
such an obvious aspect of the game? 
Even if | don't always agree with the 
final outcome, | love seeing how all the 
different versions stack up. Can they 
be included in future arcade features 

PS I'd love to see a feature on Breath 
Of Fire soon – any chance you could 
add it to your ? 

Hi Jason. The reason we didn't. 
cover the arcade conversions is 
because they appeared in an earlier 
feature about the original game. 
We've had a lot of requests though, 
so we'll look at including them in 
the future, 

Dear RG, 
| played an arcade game back in the 
day that played like A-Type. It had a 
‘similar beam weapon where you held 
it down to power up your shot, but 
had really gaudy colours, making it 
look completely different to the classic 
shooter, You could also play two-player 
witha friend. My cousin David is 

From the forum 
>> wwwretrogarnernet/forum 
Every month, Retro Gamer asks a question on 
the forum and prints the best replies. 
This month we wanted to know... 

than amazngi 

loved Малік so codd vate for 
‘hat but Paradrad s just ico good 
o miss. Paradraditis then as tis 
he best game out of alist of really 
great games from one of the best 
software houses n the Bs 

19091 know how anyone can 
pick just one fayounte from such 
a quality ine-up Exolonand 
uazaron are amongst he inest 
games from the whole в е 
computer era and Nebulus ard 
Eirmrator equal stando 
the 16-bes (which ert lo say ther 
bt versions are anything ess 

Arcade] Jason wud he to зав conversions n ali 
arcade aries. Does anyone else agree? 

convinced that it was ап A-Type game, 
but told him not to be silly as they 
never made anything that colourful 
Please could you tell us who is right? 

Hi Anthony, we'd be happy to settle 
your argument. We're going to side 
with your cousin, as we're pretty 
sure the game you're talking about 
is R-Type Leo. Hope that solves it. 

Arcade} A-Type Lee's colourful visuals made apart from the other gamas ın the series. ышы 

[the hawk | 
loved Hewson games a real 
stamp of quality They made three 
‘of my favourte Spectrum games 
in anaes Qternoid and Urdum. 
i had to pick just one td be 
raps closely followed by the 
‘other mo | had the 4 Smash His 
comelation n was al kiler. no 
filer. Just feel he quality! 

While Paradrodis a masterpiece 
and Oybernod 1 2, Rubicon ard 
“Stermiord are excellent games (зі 

on blessed by fantastic musk on the 
СЫ Eimnatoris my chor 
smooth fake-30 arcade action 
wath an inteligent password. 

iem Great Utte garre 
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Magix Buttons 
We speak to Steven Saunders about his 
interesting new website that's a little different 
to your usual retro gaming emporium 
Tell us a little about Magix Buttons? 
As a company, Magix Buttons was 
started about two and a half years 
ago by my colleague Boris Nicolai 
but he spend a lot of years before 
that time collecting retro gaming 
products of all kinds. We both have 
а history of serious comic book 
collecting. After that, he caught on 
to the increase in value of classic 
games and consoles, while | was 
busy simply gaming like a madman 
nd reviewing games for several 

media outlets, which | still do to this 
day. A year ago we joined forces, so 
to speak 

What was the reason to have your 
website part shop, part magazine? 
Selling retro games is important 
to keep the company going and 
growing, but we are all passionate 
gamers with a sincere love for the 
classics. We envision Magix Buttons 
as a platform that encompasses 
this feeling and is fun to visit, even 
if you don't want to buy something. 
For this reason we try to be present 
at most events with a booth, 
regardless whether the focus 
is retail or entertainment 
We have our ‘Wall of 

Consoles’ and custom-built 
Hyperspin arcade beast we always 
bring along, 

What do you think Magix 
Buttons offers over other retro 
gaming online shops? 
Apart from the aforementioned 
magazine, we have a seriously 
impressive inventory. But we don't 

just offer a huge number of products, 
we also have some truly exclusive. 

апа hard-to-find collectables. And 

since all people involved in the 
company genuinely know a lot 
bout retro games, we are able to 
Her quality customer support and 

try to be extremely accurate in our 
product descriptions. 

Why do you sell games from non- 
PAL regions? 
Despite being based in The 
Netherlands, we have customers 
from literally all over the world. 

We try to cater to every retro 

gaming collector, no matter where 
they are from and no matter 

vhat they are looking 
for. And of course, 
collectors of all 
nationalities с 
Japanese versions, 

so we have an 

"Maga Butons has huge amour of stock, focusing on Nintendo and Seq. 
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Basically, we sell anything 
retro gaming related, to 

nywhere anyone, a 

especially noteworthy selection of 
games in stock. Basically, 
thing retro gaming related, 

to anyone, апу 

How do you go about setting 
your prices? 
We try to be very competitive with 
our prices, but that goes without 
saying. We have been following the 
retro gaming market for many years 
now, so we have a pretty good 
grip on what a product is currently 
worth. We check other web shops 
and forums too, to make sure we 

are on point. On top of that we 
have monthly discount deals to keep. 

things interesting, 

What areas of gaming sell the best? 
It will come as no surprise that 
anything Nintendo and Sega related 
always does well. Titles from their 
big franchises — such as Mario Kart, 
The Legend Of Zelda, Sonic and 
Shining Force - never stay in our 
shop for long. Apart from the old 
school platforming games, all the 
RPGs are extremely popular too ar 
seem to rise in price steadily. Also, 
out of a personal preference, we 
have a ludicrous amount of Game & 
Watch handhelds in our inventory 
Most of us started gaming on them 
a long time ago (longer than we care 
to admit), so we never pass up оп ап 
opportunity to stock up on those. 

How easy is it for gamers to sell 
games to you? 
We certainly try to make it as easy as 
possible. We have a special page on 
our website where people can 
contact us to let us know what they 
have for sale. We are always in the 
market for more inventory = from 
common retro games and consoles to 
the more elusive and rare goods. We 
also believe we make some pretty fair 
deals, optionally in store credit in case 
someone is interested in something 
from our current inventory. 

nextmonth 
ON SALE 2 JANUARY 205 

20 Years of 

PlayStation 
We speak to developers about Sony’s 
groundbreaking move into videogames 

Highway Encounter 
18 Costa Panayi reveals 
the origins of his excellent 
isometric shoot-em-up 

Pit-Fighter Combat School 
Ш Discover how Atari Games W Our latest Ultimate Guide 
created its popular digitised looks at Konami's military 

one-on-one fighter alternative to Hyper Sports 

W As the tabletop RPG turns 40 
we interview the developers 
behind the best digital games 

Automata + Commodore 16 Plus/4 • Jez San • Eternal Champions • Shanghai Warriors • Matt Gray 
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